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1. YNTRODUCTION
This report presents the result: of Task 1, Mission Analysis
and Performance Specifications, of the Near Term Hybrid Passenger
Vehicle Development Program, Phase I. The work was performed by
South Coast :'ethnology, Inc.,,with assistance from General Research
Corp. (CRC). CRC was assigned the task of defining missions, de-
veloping distributions of daily travel and composite driving cycles
for these missions, providing information necessary to estimate the
potentia l
 replacement of the existing fleet by hybrids, and estima-
ting acceleration /gradeability performance requirements for safe
operation. CRC's report on these results is presented in its entirety
in Appendiu Al of this report.
South Coast Technology utilized the data supplied by GRC to
develop mission specifications, define reference vehicles, develop
hybrid vehicle performance specifications, and make fuel consumption
estimates for the reference vehicles.
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODOLOGY
2.1 General Approach
The major assumptions which underly the approach taken to the
mission analysis and development of performance specifications are
the following:
- The daily operating range of a hybrid vehtcre should not
be limited by the stored energy capacity.
- The performance of a hybrid vehicle should not be strongly
dependent on the battery state-of-charge.
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These two assumptions were made for several reasons. First
of all, a vehicle which satisfies these properties and which has
greatly reduced petroleum consumption is technically feasible if it
incorporates a sui*.able multi-modal control strategy. Secondly, if
a h.• brid vehicle is to have the potential for making a substantial
	 ,
impact on fleet petroleum consumption, it must be saleable in large
numbers and, consequently, roust offer the same flexibility and
utility as a conventional automobile, at least for the near term.
Any fundamental restriction such as a limitation on the operating
range before battery recharge is required, or limited performance
under certain operating conditions, will restrict sales, particularly
in the case of a 5 or 6 passenger vehicle whose purchase price will
almost certainly be higher than that of a conventional counterpart.
In short, the design approach which SCT will be taking results
in a general purpose sedan whose potential usability for a given
mission is generally not restricted by the driving patterns associ-
aced with that mission. The only exceptions to this would occur for
missions in which th,_re is an extremely high performance requirement,
e.g., trailer-towing, police patrol work, and so forth.
Our general approach in this mission analysis was, consequently,
to identify whatever distinct usage patterns (missions) exist for
such general purpose automobiles, identify the performance and accom-
modation requirements associated with these missions, and character-
ire the travel distributions and driving cycles which can be used as
a basis for estimating fuel consumption on these missions. Special
purpose vehicles (e.g., limited range 'commuter' vehicles), which do
- Z -
not in actuality exist in today's market, were not considered in the
study.
2.2 Mission Identification
The approach taken in identifying and characterizing distinct
missions involved identifying various usage patterns, and also iden-
tifying requirements regarding passenger and luggage accorrm ►odations,
as perceived by the owner.
2.2.1 Distributions of Daily Travel
The data sources and methodology used in identifying distinct
usage patterns and developing the corresponding distributions of
daily travel are explained in the GRC report (Appendix A1). Three
distinct usage patterns were identified, corresponding^to 'primary',
'secondary', and 'only' drivers. (Previous examination of the travel
data has led to the division of drivers into three groups with
widely differing travel patterns: primary, secondary, and only
drivers. No other groups of drivers were clearly distinguishable on
the basis of their reported travel. Primary and secondary drivers
are from multi-car, multi-driver households, where the primary driver
is defined as the driver who travels the greatest distance each day.
Secondary drivers are the other drivers at multi-driver households.
The only driver is from a one-car, one-driver household.) Travel
distribution data for these three mission types were obtained for
two areas: Washington, D. C. and Los Angeles. These travel distri-
butions are not, however; directly usable in making fuel and energy
consumption estimates for the near term hybrid since the annual
driving distance derivable from these distributions is not the same
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as that specified in the JPL-supplied Assumptions and CUidelines.
The methodology used in correcting these distributions to something
usable was the following.
As mentioned in the GRC report, the 'only' driver data is very
close to being the average between ' primary' and 'secondary' driver
data. In view of the definition of 'primary' and 'secondary' drivers,
there are at least as many `se^ _ondar^' drivers and cars as 'primary'
drivers and cars. Moreover, the number of cars in the average multi-
car household is not much over two, which implies that the number of
'primary' cars is not much different than the number of 'secondary'
cars. (See, for exrmple,Table 2.1 in Section 2.4.1) Consequently,
the average annual distance. travelled by all primary and secondary
cars is not much different from the average annual distance travelled
by the ' only' • car; and, hence, the average annual distance for all
cars is not much different than the 'only' cars. On this basis, then,
what was done was to adjust the 'only' driver data for Washington and
Los Angeles to obtain the annual distance projected by JPL for the
year 1990, which is the midpoint of the expected 10-year life of a
1985 model year production vehicle. That is, if
D1990	 average annual distance projected by JPL for 1990,
Dow	 average annual distance for 'only' driver from
Washington, D. C. data,
Do,la ^ average annual distance for 'only' driver from Los
Angeles data,
then adjustment factors
- 4 -
Cw 	 D1990 Do,w
Cla ^ D199^/Do, la
were computed, and the driving distance coltnan of Table 2.1 of
Appendin A was multiplied by s factor of C w for the Washington data,
and Cla for the Los Angeles data. The adjusted data from columns 'A'
was then plotted on the same coordinates fur Washington and Los Angeles,
and average curves for the travel distribution of only, primary, and
secondary drivers were plotted through the combined Washington/1.A data
points. T:^ese curves are shown in Figure '2.1. 	 These curves
constitute tho basic daily travel data to be used in estilna*.ing the
fuel and energy consumption of the reference and hybrid vehicles.
In addition to the above three missions identified for general
purpose automobiles, a fourth possible 5-6 passenger hybrid vehicle
application is thae of a taxi, characteristics of which are summar-
ized in Section 6 cf Appendix ^•
2.2.2 Payload (Passenger and Luggage Accemanodation)
The missions identified above do not have distinctly different
payload requirements; rather, the required payload depends on the
preferences of the individual owner involved. The word 'preferences'
must be emphasized. Although it is clear that the payload require-
ments for nearly all trips for each of the missions described pre-
viously • could be met by a 5 passenger vehicle ' ( see, for example,
Table 3.2 of Appendix ?.1), it is also true that a large portion of
the driving public will opt for the largest vehicle which is econo-
mically feasible for them, regardless of what their ' objective' pay-
load requirements might be.
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For these reasons, it is reasonable to include driven preference
as to vehicle size as part of the mission definition; that is, the
mission consists of a usage pattern for the vehicle together with a
peresived payload requirement. The methodology here (which will be
discussed further in connection with the definition of reference ve-
hicles) was to zepresent the range of S-6 passenger vehicle3 by two
t^'pical vehicles. One of these is a `^ passenger (or tight 6 passen-
gee) package, and the other, a package which has comfortable room
for 6 passengeza and has more luggage roam. In terms of a volume-
based. size classification such as EPA uses, the former would be re-
presentative of the range from 'compact' through the lower portion of
the 'midsize' class; the latter, the upper portion of 'midsize' and
the 'large' class. The two sizes would also represent the JPL weight-
based classification from the 'compact' through the 'large' class.
This, then, leads to the definition of eight distinct missions: only,
primary, and secondary drivers, and taxi usage patterns, each with
different perceived requirements for passenger/luggage accommodations,
which we will denote by 'tight' and 'roomy'. In view of the contrac-
lion of the overall size range of passenger vehicles which is occur-
ring as a result of downsizing, we saw no reason to attempt any finer
size breakdown than the 'tight' and 'roomy' classifications for the
range consisting of 5 and 6 passenger cars.
2.3 Trip Characteristics and Con^osite Drivfng Cycle
Apart from the distribution of daily travel, the only charac-
teristic of usage patterns which is relevant to tha problems of
estimating fuel and energy consumption and life cycle cost is the
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distribution of driving ap^eeds as a function of daily travel. Data
oa travel spend, amount of freeway travel, ana ;°.0 forth, are given
is Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of Appendix A1; and th.^ construction of a
composite driving cycle. which is s function of the daily travel. is
described to Section 7 of Appendix A1.
Dsta on trip frequency, average trip distance, and trip pur-
pose vas also obtained; sources, methodology. and results are
summarized in Sections 2.2 and 3.1 of Appendi:c A1. These data are
of primarily academic intezest, however. For example, consider a
day on which [he driver travels 100 1®. ?'he distribution of driving
speeds for such a 100 km day is represented by s composite driving
cycle represented by a we.;;'+. tied sum of the SAE J227 (a) B, urban and
highway driving cycles. 7Che number of trips into which this 100 lam
is subdivided is relevant to the fuel consumption only as it affects
the following:
- Shutdown time of the heat engine between trips, and conse-
quent degradation of fuel consumption during warmup periods.
- Opportunities for recharging batteries during the day and
consequent improve^oent in fuel consumption due to increased
use of wall plug energy.
Unfortunately, there is nothing in the available data which
would allow one to estimate the distribution of time interva^s be-
tween trips, the availability of recharge f aeilities during such time
intervals, or the likelihood that the driver would utilize such faci-
lities if they were available. Furthermore, the engine mor3e11inE
techniques we have at our disposal do not include simulation of an
- 8 -
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engi-e at anything othes than normal operatins temperature; so, with
respect to the w-^s^nup problem it is not clrer.r what we could do with
the additional data even if it were available.
For these reasons, mis:lon specification M3 (trip lengths
trip freQuency. and trip purpose) has no isapact on the analysis and
the design of the hybrid vehicle. We have consequently omitted
these frm the mission specifications in Section 3 of this report
and replaced th® with the single assumption that batteries will. be
recharged once a day, regardless of the distance travelled during
that day (provided. of course, the distance is greater than zero).
2.4 Potential for Replacement by Hybrid Vehicles
In attempting to estimate the potential number of vehicles
engaged is performing each of the defined missions which could be
replaced by hybrid vehicles. it is necessary to consider the foilow-
ing:
- The number of vehicles in the 1985 fleet corresponding to
each defined mission; i.e., usage pattrrn and size classi-
fication.
- Restrictions on an individual's ability to effectively oper-
ate a hybrid vehicle resulting from peculiar characteristics
of the hybrid; in particular. the need to recharge batteries.
- The impact of such restrictions on the number of vehicles in
each mission.
Knowledge of these factors allows one to estimate the maximum
potential replacement by hybrid vehicles. Ho^ever^ it is a reality
that the manufacturing cost of a hybrid will be higher than that of
- 9 -
a ccnventional vehicle r:nd that., as a consequence, the retail pricy
will almost certainly be higher; this will restrict the potential
replacaaent by hybrids, in each mission, by an amount which will de-
ptnd on the mission. In the real world, then, it is also necessary
to consider the following additioi^sl factors:
- Probable pricing policies of manufacturers for fuel
efficient vehicles vis-a-vis conventional vehicles.
- Elasticity of the market, within each mission, with respect
to the retail price.
- Imps* of energy prices on the new car buying decision.
- Consumer perception of breakeven operating costs of hybrids
va. conventional cars; i . e., not only the hard fact calcu-
lation, but the way in which consumers would view much
higher prices for petroleum products.
- Consumez perception of availability of petroleum products,
the potential fir rationing, and shortages.
2.4.1 N^ber of Vehicles Corresponding to Each Mission
Section 4 of Appendix Al provides a discussion of the. meChod-
ology and results obtained in estimating the number of vehicles
associated with each usage pattern; i.^.,'primary, secondary, and
only dri^^er. The ^:PSUlts are summar•^ .zd in Tables 4.5 sad 4.6 of
Appendix Al. If we adjust the data in Table 4.5 for the unaccounted-
for 3 % of private cars, assuming that the 3% are divided between
urban and rural in the same proportion as the data in the table
(i.e., .70 urban, . 271 rural). we get a 72/28 % split between urban-
based cars and rural-based cars. Applying this proportion to
- 10 -
Table 4.6, we find that the percentages of all private cars
associated with the three usage patterns is as given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Distribution of Cars Relative to Usage Patterns
Secondary Cacs
Only Cars
Primary Cars
At Single
Pa^nily Units
27.3
25.0
At Multi-
Family Units
6.1
13.8
22.3
	
5.5
The nett question involves how these numbers split up relative
to the two size classes ' tight' and ' roomy'. To approach this, we
made the assumption that the 'tight' package is representative of
the 'compact' size class and half of the 'full size' class; and the
'znomy' package is representative of the rc3nainder of the 'full size'
class, and the 'large' class,where 'compact', 'full size`, and 'large'
are wEight based classifications as given in Table C-1 of the Assump-
tions and Guildelines provided by JPL. Using the projections for
1985 gives: :gin the same Table C-1, the 'tight' package is reprzsenta-
five of 45% of the 1985 nsw car fleet; and the 'roomy' package is
representative of 30%. The corresponds-^g values for the 1976 fleet
are 45.8% and 4J.3%. For the sake of simplicity, then, we assumed
'tight' cars at a constant 45% of the new car fleet and 'roomy' cars
at 40"J. in 1976 declining linearly to 30% in 1985. Using the total
fleet projections given in Table A-2 of the, Assumptions and Guide-
lines, and assuming a 10% per annum retirement rate, we find that of
the total fleet fn 1985, 45% is rep-.-esented by the 'tight' car class,
- 11 -
and 35X by the 'roomy' car class. Assuming that the breakdown by
ear size of the new car fleet remained constant with the ' large'
class at 15X of the new car fleet past 1985, then our 'rornoy' class
would eventually decline to 30X of the total fleet by 1995. There
is also the distinct possibility that, with the availability of
highly fuel efficient cars in the ' roomy' class, such as hybrids,
this class would recapture some of its traditional market in the
USA; tt•^ us, an assumption that the number of cars in the total fleet
in the ' roomy' class remains constant at 35X past 1985, with the
advent of hybrids in sufficient numbers, would also be tenable.
Assuming that these size classes are uniformly represented in
the 'primary', ' only', and 'secondary' usage patterns, and also,
that they are uniformly distributed among car owners in single and
multi-family dwellings, we get the numbers shown in Table 2.2 for
the distribution of cars in the 1985 fleet.
Table 2.2. Distribution of Cars Relative to Usage
Patterns and Size C'.assification
At Single	 A[ Multi-
Family Units Family Units
Tight	 12.3
	 2.7
Secondary
Cars
Roomy 9.5 2.1
Tight 11.2 6.2
only cars
Roomy 8.8 4.8
Tight 10.0 2.5
Primary
Cars
Roomy 7.8 1.9
- 12 -
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The two assumptions Wade in deriving the distribution in
Table 2.2 need some discussion. The assumption that the two size
classes are uniformly represented in the three usage patterns is
probably not too far off. A large number of cars start their lives
as 'primary' cars in a multi-car household, and then get shifted
into the secondary tole when they start accumulating high mileage.
This is reflected in the fact that a car's annual mileage decreases
as it gets older (as exemplified in Table C-3 of the Assumptions and
Guidelines). In households which follow such a pattern, the 'secon-
dary ? car is just as likely to fall into ttc^ 'tight' or 'roomy' size
class as is the 'primary' car. There are, however, those cases in
which the 'secondary` car is bought specifically for that type of
use, generally as a used car; and these may tend to bias the secon-
dary car size distribution somewhat in the direction of the 'tight'
size class. Within the limits of accuracy of what we are doing here,
however, the assumption is warranted (particularly since hard data
to the contrary does not exist). The second assumption, that the
distribution is uniform relative to the type of dwelling, was also
made in the absence of other data. Again, there may be a slight
bias, which we are neglecting, in the direction of a larger percen-
tage of the 'tight' size class cars owned by individuals in multi-
family dwellings than by those in single family dwellings.
2.4.2 Restrictions on the Applicability of Hybrids for Each Mission
The extent of application of hybrids in each of th4 def fined
missions may be limited by several factors. Apart from price-related
factors, which will be discussed in Section 2.4.3, the major factor
- 13 -
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which will limit the Potential replacement of conventional vehicles
by hybrids is the a^^ailability of recharge facilities. To quantify
,^,	 this limitation, we made the assumption that the electrical service
required for recharge would be available if, and only if, off-street
parking facilities are available. '^^r, • assumption may be a bit con-
servative since there is a possibi; ; r^. that a utility would be wil-
ling to install curbside service for someone without off-street
parking but with an essentially fixed curbside parking location.
However, particularly for the near term,' the assumption made is a
safe one. A further discussion of the sources and methodology used
to obtain a distribution of the availability of off-street parking
relative to the usage patterns is given in Section 4 of Appendix A1.
A problem occurs when we attempt to further detail this dis-
tribution to include the size class of the car. As Table 4.3 of
Appendix Al indicates, there is a positive correlation between income
and the availability of off-street parking (garage/carport) for
owner-occupied housing, although no such correlation appears to
exist for rental units.
Zt should be noted that the lack of correlation between
income and off-street parking for rental units is surprising and
very much at odds with the experience of anyone ,who has lived in a
major inner city area, such as New York, Chicago, or San Francisco.
However, the correlation is clear .for owner-occupied housing, so we
will concentrate on that.
Consequently, if there is also a positive correlation between
income and the size of car, we would expect that a larger fraction
- 14 -
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of the 'zoom' cars would have off-street parkins (hence, recharge
facilities) d•:ailable than of the 'tight' cars.
Inf orroation on the breakdown of the automobile market by car
size (value) and by income cla y s is obtainable from survey results
of the University of Michigan, Survey Research Center. Apparently,
such information has not been published by the Survey Research
Center itself, but same results from the 1967 survey are available
in a Ph.D. dissertation done at the University of Michigan by W. H.
Peters (1968). (1) Peters' analysis of the 1967 Survey Research
Center data sh:,^+^:, that 79 % of the large cars and 64 % of the medium-
sized cars were purchased by high income individuals. (2) The tabu-
lation is sho:m in Table 2.3.
	
Peters "overprivileged"
income status refers to those whose incomes were above the median
for their occupations, i.e., high income individuals. These data
(Table 2.3) refer to all fam ilies. A similar breakdown of t:he auto-
mobile market by incamE class for single-car families is shown in
Table 2.4.	 Here 71 Y. of the large car market and 53% of the
medium-sized car market are comprised of high income individuals.
A second source of information on the question of car size
(value) is the survey information collected by the U. S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics to calculate the new Consumer Price Index (1977
base). The information with regard to automobile expenditures by
(1) Peters, 1+'illiam Henry. Variation i.n Consumer Buying Behavio r_:
An Analytical Study of Automobile Purchases. (Unpublished Ph.D.
d;^.ssertation, Business Administration, Univ. of Michigan, 1968)
(2) Ibid., p. 59
- 15 -
Trble 2.3. Make Up of Automobile Markets by Total Family
Income Status. (1967 Data — All Families)
Automobile Class
Used Smaller Medium Large
No Car Car Car Sized Car Car Totals
Income Status N=807 N=414 N=489 N= 667 N=76 N=2453
Underprivileged 64% 30% 26% 17% 9% 36%
Average 15 20 25 19 12 19
Overprivileged 21 SO 49 64 79 45
TOTALS	 1003:	 100%	 100Y.	 100%	 100%	 100%
Table 2.4. Make Up of Automobile Maz •kets by Total Family
Income Status. (1967 Data — Single Car Families)
Automobile Class
Used Smaller Medium Large
Car Car Sized Car Car Totals
Income Status N=195 N=256 N=345 N=32 N=828
Underprivileged 41% 39% 25% 13% 32%
Average 22 27 22 16 23
G!verprivileged 37 34 53 71 45
TOTAL	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
— 16 —
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income class is shown in Table 2.5. (3) The relevant information on
new car purchases in 1972 and 1973 are shown in Table 2.6 and 2.7.
In attempting to convert this data to data involving our tight
and roomy classification, we made the following assumptions:
- Compact and intermediate classes are represented by . the
'tight' class, with compacts and intermediates equally
represented. (For example, in 1978, sales of compacts and
intermediates were 2.6 million and 3 million.)
- Standard, medium, and luxury classes are represented by the
'roomy' class, in the proportions .385, .385, .23. These
proportions are based on 1978 sales of 2.1 million in the
MVMA 'standard' class and .64 million in the luxury class.
The MVI^IA classes do not include a 'medium' class; it was
assumed that s:he medium and standard classes referred to in
Table 2.7 comprise the MVMA `standard' class, and are
equally represented therein.
Under these assumptions, Table 2.8 was constructed from
Table 2.7. Also shown in Table 2.8 is the estimated fraction of
owner-occupied housing units, in the given income category, with
off-street parking, based on the data on Table 4.3 of Appendix A1.
(3) U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Consumer
F^cpenditure 5urvey Series: Interview Survey 1972 and 1973,
(Report 455-1, 1976)
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Table 2.8. Percent New Domestic Car Purchases by Income
Class, in Tight and Roaroy Size Classes
Fraction of
Owner-Occupied
Rousing Units
with Off-Street
Income	 'Tight'	 'Roomy'	 Parking
_^
0-6899	 20.2	 17.0	 27
6900-10499	 15.1	 11 .1	 56
10500-15199	 23.2	 15.0	 77
15200 +	 41.4	 56.8	 85
Based on this table, we can compute that 67"/. of the 'tight'
vehicles have off-street parking available vs. 717: of the 'roomy'
vehicles. This result corroborates the conclusion that vehicle
size is indeed correlated with the availability of off-street park-
ing. However, the correlation between the income classes in Table 2.7
and those is Table 4.3 of Appendixc Al is rather uncertain; so we would
not put a great deal of faith in the absolute magnitudes. Instead,
what we have done. is to assume that the availability of off-street
parking is uncorrelated with vehicle size, and constructed Table 2.9
on that basis, using Table 2.2 - and Table 4.6 of Appendix A1. We have
indicated by 7 (greater than) and ^ (less than] signs the direction
in which the true value lies relative to the cmaputed value.
- 21 -
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Table 2.9. Distribution of Cars with Off-Street Parking
Available Relative to Usage Patterns and Size
Classification (Percentages of 1985 Fleet).
Mission	
At Single	 At Multi-
Usage	 Vehicle Size
	
Family Units
	
Family Units
Tight	 < 9.6	 2. S
Secondary
	 '
Roomy > 7.5 1.9
Tight < 8. S 5.8
Only
Roomy 7 6.7 4.5
Tight ^ 7.8 2.3
Primary
Roomy > 6.1 1.7
2.4.3 Other Considerations - Hybrid Vehicle Market Positioning
From a technical viewpoint. we have de^nc? +;.strafed that a tight
5/6 passenger vehicle could be the basis for the development of a
hybrid vehicle or a traditional 6 passenger roomy car could more
easily be a base for such development (see Section 2.5.2). The non-
technical considerations that would guide an automotive manufacturer
are important to understand and consider in the final selection
process. Th^-W^ factors, their import. and the direction in which
they could guide a basic product planning decision are discussed
below. Where additional data can be obtained to deal more effec-
tively with these issues, we plan to obtain such data and include it
as part of our tradeoff studies.
Price Sensitivity. The cost of offering a hybrid propulsion
system in cars does not follow the normal pattern of bigger ^ costlier.
Zn the case of a choice between a tight 5/6 passenger car and a roomy
i
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6 passenger, the d cost of a hybrid system could be less for the
roomy car for two reasons: 1) the tight S/6 passenger car would not
bR able to handle the added weight of the hybrir^ propulsion system
without beefing up suspension and body structure, thus, creating
unique costly low volume components; and 2) the enginr in the tight
S/6 passsnger car is a relativtly inexpensive 4 cylinder engine while
the roomy 6 passenger car is equipped with a V•-8 engine. The cost
offset to the hybrid engine is, therefore, much greater in the case
of the roomy V-8. For purposes of developing this i!^sue further, if
we were to use the purchase price ^ 2 x manufacturing cost fotznula,
the foll^wirtg might apply:
Tight 5/6 Roomy 6
Passenger Passenger
Fairmont _ LTD	 Remarks
Base Retail Price ca.	 S 5.000	 $ 7,000
Typical Options 1,500 1,000	 Auto trans,
power steering,
Typical Retail Price $ 6,500 $ 8,000	 b brakes std LTD
Hybrid Price ^ 2 x cost 3,000 2 500
Typical Retail Price - Hybrid $ 9,500 $10,500
Hybrid x over Typical 46i: 31':
Base Vehicle
Rornuy 6 Passenger	 $ 1,500
Typical Retail (over) 	 23':
Tight 5/6 Passenger
Roomy 6 Passenger Hybrid	 $ 1,000
Retail (over) Tight	 11^
5/6 Passenger
-23-
'`•	 To assess the relative sales potential of the two differant
sizsd hybrids, the issue carmes down to an understanding of the price
sensitivity of the two market segsments involved in the pricing of a
hybrid. It is certain that a $10,500 price for a roomy six passenger
car would be far least of a problem than a $9,500 price for the smaller
hybrid. Thm Issue is,what is the Nrice sensitivity in the two c1r^Rses
under consideration. We intend to have this answer as a part of our
tzadeoff study report.
Pricin Policies of tfanuf acturers For Fuel Ef f ic:ent Vehicles
via-a-via Conventional Vehi.clr.s. In the 1985 time frame, manufacturers
must take drastic actions in order to meet mandated CAFE levels. The
relatively easy gains brought about throu¢h downsizing and performance
zeduction will. hpve n3n the gamut by the 1980-81 time period and will
only just meet the not too stringent standards in effect for those
years.
Further gains roust be achieved by dieselization of a major
share of the fleet, more massive material substitution at cost pen-
alties, and a change in mix toward smaller, less profitable cars.
Of these options, only dieselization of the f1Pet zepresents an ap-
proach that will not deteriorate profits. With the EPA after unregu-
lated diesel emissions and with stringent controls of particulate
levels being proposed by 1981-1983, it is very possible that the
diesels that meet regulated particulate levels cease to offer the
manufacturers an attractive alternative for 1985. Other alternate
powerplants, such as the Stirling eng ine and the Brayton eng ine, are
no longer contenders for the 1985-90 time frame. The Ford decision
-24-
to withdraw frmn the Stirling program and the poor fuel economy
performance of the Brayton engine support this conclusion. It is
possible that these engines may became viable over the long term
(1990-2000), but are not considerations for 1985. Frain our prelimi-
nary data, a r;^brid vehicle is one of the best prospects for the
1985-90 time frame as a means of achieving CAFE requirements. If
available in the roaQay, but normally less fuel efficient convention-
al vehicles in a man^^facturer ' s product line, it could si^nif icantly
improve the fuel economy of the larger cars and increase the CAFc
levEl by the greatest amount (as compared to introducing hybrids in
vehicles such as the Fairmont^'Nova, which will already be fuel effi-
cient in 185). The pricing policy of the manufacturer can well
determine the volume potential of the hybrid; and, thus, there should
be no incentive to make more profits on the hybrid version of a large
car. We would, thus, expect that the retail price increase for a
large hybrid would be at a level. where there is a cost pass-through
that recovers the incremental manufacturing cost and the amortization
of additional investment in tooling and manufacturing equipment.
This would be far below the 2.0 x manufacturing cost guideline pro-
vided by JPL.
If a hybrid were to be offered in a smaller, more fuel efficient
vehicle that offers a smaller CAr^ improvement, it is likely that
the manufacturer may elect to price the vehicle so as to increase
the profit return of the smaller, less profitable car line.
Impact of Energy Pricing and Consumer Perceptions of Breakdown
Operating Costs. Rapidly rising petroleum prices as set fort's in
-25-
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the JPL Assusaptions and Guidelines and as defined for sensitivity
study, combined with electricity cost assumptions which are likely
to rise at more modest levels, are approaching price levels at which
a hybrid vehicle becomes a cost effective purchase decision.
We believe the general public is far more aware of the cost of
gasoline than of the cost of a • kilowatt hour of electricity; and,
thus, the dramatic improvement in petroleum fuel consumption combined
with the rapidly rising petroleum prices would make a well designed
hybrid, priced reasonably, a potential sales success.
men those new car buyers such as fleets that pay close atten-
tion to operating costs could accept a reasonable penalty by consi-
dering what may happen to petroleum prices and availability in the
future. What, after all, comes after Iran?
2.5 Reference ICE Conventional Vehicle
2.5.1 Reference Vehicles in `Tight' & 'Roomy' Size Classes
As indicated in the previous discussion, there is no basis for
associating different types or sizes of vehicles with the different
usage patterns; rather, the different sizes are associated with
different perceived requirements of the drivers. Consequently, the
approach taken with regard to the definition of reference vehicles
was to 'construct` two: one representing the 'tight' size class,
the other, the 'roomy' class. These can then be used as bases for
comparison with hybrids for any of the usage patterns.
The starting point in constructing these vehicles was to
select two recent 'clean sheet of paper' designs which satisfy the
minimum vehicle requirements Rl -R1 0 and which are as close as possible
-26-
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to the JPL projections for 1985. In Table 2.10, the JPL new car
fleet inertia weight data for 1976 and projections for 1985 are
used to obtain a hypothetical breakdown of curb mass for the current
(1979) model year, assuming a linear change within each class over
the 1976-1985 period.
Table 2.10 1979 New Car Weight
IW (lbs
	 Curb Mass (kg)
Sall	 2160
	
845
Subcompact	 2470
	
986
Compact	 3050	 1250
Full size	 4000	 1682
Lazge	 4800	 2045
Table 2.11 shows the minimum curb masses of zepresentative
1979 model 4-door cars from each of the three major manufacturers,
along with their seating capacities, their size classifications
based on Table 2.10, and theiz size classifications based on inter-
ior and luggage compartment volume (EPA).
- 27 -
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Table 2.11	 - Masa, Capacity,	 and Size Classification of
Representative American 4-Door Cara
Designated Size Classification
Min. Curb Seating
I4anufac- Mass for Capacity Weight Volume
tuner
^^
Car Line 4-Door (k8) (front/rear) (JPL (EPA)
Chrysler Dodge Omni 996 2/2 ^ Subcompact Subcompact
"	 Aspen 1454 3/3 Compact Compact
"	 Diplomat 1555 3 /3 Full-size Mid-size
"	 St. Regis 1667 3/3 Full-size Large
Ford Fairmont 1254 2/3 Compact Mid-size
Granada 1462 2/3 Compact Compact
Ford (LTD) 1527 3 /3 Full-size Large
LTD II 1798 3/3 Full-size Mid-size
Lincoln 1737 2/3 Full-size CorDpact
Versailles
Lincoln 2199 3/3 Large Large
CMC Buick Skyhawk/ .1486 3/3 Full-size Compact
Skylark
Buick Century 1430 3 /3 Compact Mid-size
"	 LeSabre 1633 3/3 Full-size Large
"	 Electra 1804 3/3 Full-size Large
Chevrolet-
Chevette 957 2 / Z Subcompact Subcompact
Nova 1500 3/3 Compact Compact
Malibu ]399 3/3 Compact Mid-size
Impala 1634 3/3 Full-size Large
- 28 ^•
In Table 2.12, the JPL projections for the 1985 new car fleet
are used to estimate the average inertia weight and curb mass of
the two size classes we have chosen ('tight' and 'roomy'), under the
previously discussed assumptions concerning the relationship between
these c?.assrg
 and the JFL categories of compact, full size, and large.
Table 2.12 — 19$5 Projected Cuzb Mass b Fuel Economy for
Tight, and Roomy Vehicles
Avg. Curb
JPL Size Inertia Vehicle Inertia Mass
Class Wt.	 (lbs) Class Wt.	 (lbs) (kg^
Compact 2650
Tight 2890 1177
Full Size 3375
Roomy 3712 1551
Large 4050
Reviewing Table 2.11, it is clear that the 1979 model year car
which comes closest to representing what we have defined as a 'tight'
1985 car is the Ford Fairmont. The curb mass is very close, it has
a 'midsize' volume rating, which means that its interior volume is
larger than other vehicles with a 'compact' volume rating which
weigh more, such as the Dodge Aspen, Ford Granada, Lincoln Versailles,
Buick Skyhawk/skylark, and Chevrolet Nova. (Note that, at this writ-
'	 ing, data on the downsized 1979' Nova was not available; otherwise,
it too might be a candidate. )
Vehicles which are close to ttie 1985 'roomy' class in terms
of curb weight and which have a ' large' volume rating include the
Dodge St. Aegfs, Ford LTD, Buick LeSabre, and Chevrolet Impala. Of
these, the LTD is (marginally) the lightest and the logical choice.
—29—
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The weight differentials between the Fairmont and LTD, and
corresponding projected 1985 'tight' and 'roomy' vehicles are, re-
spectively 77 kg and 76 kg; it is entirely reasonable to expect that
weight reductions of this order could be attained over the interven-
ing years. The space/weight efficiency of these two cars relative
to their contemporaries and predecessors in the Ford line is illus-
trated in more detail in Table 2.13.
The logical approach, then, in constructing 1985 reference
vehicles in the two size classes would be to start with the 1979
Fairmont and LTD and project the evolutionary changes that might
occur in these vehicles between row and 198. In making these pro-
jections, we have used •the work which South Coast Technology did in
1977-1978 on a NHTSA contract as a basis. (4)
In projecting 1985 technology to these two vehicles, we made
the following assumptions:
- Dzag coefficient could be reduced from the current value of
approximately .54 for the Fairmont (assumed similar for the
LTD) down to .40.
- Rolling resistance could be reduced from a current value of
approximately .015 down to .010. (Rolling resistance in-
cludes tires, wheel bearings, and seal drag.)
- The automatic transmission torque converter would lock up
on the top two gears.'
- A 4% improvement in average engine efficiency from 1978 to
1985 could be obtained.
(4) Augmentation of Research and Analysis Capabilities for Timely
Support of Automotive Fuel Economy Studies. Draft Final Report
for Selected Task Areas, NHTSA Contract No. DOT-HS-01790, South
Coast Technology, I^ic. , March, 1978.
-30-
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Table 2.13 - Size and Weis ht Comparisons in Ford Line
(Tight) (Roomy)
LTD II	 Granada	 Faizmont LTD	 (1978) LTD	 (15'9)
Front Compartment
Head roam (^)hl 95.0 96.5 97.3 96.3 96.5
Leg room	 11 107.4 103.4 106.2 106.4 106.3
Shoulder roam s l 148 . 8 141 . 7 144.0 155.7 156.7
Rear Compartment
Aead h2 91.9 92 .7 95.2 94.0 95.0
Leg 12 84.1 86.4 89.9 96.5 102.9
Shoulder s 2 144.5 138.2 144.0 156.0 156.1
Room Index * 556 531 560 613 629
Luggage Volume (m3 ) .45 .44 .48 .64 .66
Curb Mass (kg) (min) 1798 1462 1254 2001 1627
* ^ (hl + 11 ) sl + (h2 + 1 2 ) s2
100
- 31 -
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Some cnm=tnts are in order regarding these assumptions. First,
with respect to air drag, we see no evidence in any recent, well
documented results from full scale wind tunnel testing that values
significantly leas than .4 are likely to be obtained on sedan type
vehicles. Eves the Porsche 924, which is a sports car designed from
the ground up, •rith the aid of wind tunnel testing, to be aerodyna-
mically efficient, has a reported drag coefficient of .36 (5) —not. far
from .4. To quote one of the conclusions from (1), "The ultimate
CD
 for a sedan is probably about .31; however, this involves design
characteristics which are not acceptable now, have not been in the
past, and c.-ill probably not be so in the future."
With respect to rolling resistance, we feel that .015 is a
good number for current radial tires at normal inflation pressures;
for example, it is consistent with published VW data (6) on the road
load for its Rabbit, and is also consistent with our own test results
on our electric conversion of the Rabbit (which uses steel belted
radials). Projections of rolling resistance on the order of .006-
.008 are sometimes seen; however, on a real car, on a real road, with
the drag of seals, • wheel bearings, brake discs, and so forth, taken
into account, a value of .010 is a more realistic assessment of what
is attainable by 1985 (using, for example, Goodyear elliptics or
high pressure belted radials).
The assumption of a lockup torque converter requires no discus-
Sion; they already are in production by one manufacturer.
(5) H. E. Burst and R. Stock, "The Porsche 924 Body - Main Develop-
ment Objectives," Porsche AG, SAE Paper No. 770311, Feb., 1977.
(6) P. Hofbauer and K. Sator, "A Diesel for a Subcompact Car," Volks-
wagenwerk Ate, SAE Paper No. 770113, March, 1977.
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The ass^^ption of a 4% isaproveloent in engine efficiency is,
again, based on the SCT work. (4) This gain is the result of a pro-
jected net improvement of 12% due to the factors indicated in
?able 2.14 (from (4) ), combined with an 8Z loss in meeting 1985
®fission . standards (.41 HC, 3.4 CO, 1.0 NOx). In short, efficiency
of a typical engine in 1985 is not likely to be much different than
in 1978 due to the need to meet tighter emissicns standards.
Table 2.14 - Individual Gains and Losses in Power Plant.
(1978, 1.5 HC, 15 CO, 2.0 NOx to 1983-85, 41 HC,
3.4 CO, 1.0 NOx)
Cain
Improved carburation or fuel injection
for better fuel atomization and engine
fuel distribution.	 2%
Further optimization of tradeoffs between
EGR, fuel flow, spark advance, and other
engine operating variables in conjunction
with computer controlled calibration
systems.	 6%
Improved EFE, early fuel evaporation
systems for improved driveability. 	 0
Lnproved combustion chamber design for
lower emissions anj lower octane require-ment
increasing compression ratio including the
availability of higher octane fuel.
	 2%
Redesigned basic valve timing for improved
fuel efficiency at idle and low end part
throttle.	 1%
Reduced internal engine friction by desi^,n.	 1%
TOTAL	 12%
Loss in meeting .41 HC, 3.4 CO, 1.0 NOx
mission standards.	 -8%
N£T GAIIv	 4%
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2.5.'_ Accommodation and Payload for Reference Vehicles
Table 2.15 provides a surmnsry of the accommodations and
nominal payload of the Fairmont and LTD relative to the mini^oum
vehicle requirements specified by JPL in the work statement.
Table 2.15 - Accommodations b Payload of Fairmont and LTD
?lin. Require-
Fairmont LTD roents
Seating capacity	 5(1)	 6	 5
Luggage volume (m 3 )	 .48	 .66	 0.5
Nominal payload (kg) (2)
	500	 720	 520
Notes: (1) Fairmont`s 5 passenger capacity is a conse-
quence of the number of seat belts provided,
not of apace limitations.
(2) Computed as the difference between max. CVW
and basic car with power disc brakes, air con-
ditioning, automatic transmission, and radio,
and in the case of the LTD, a luxury interior
group.
Obviously, the Fairmont is marginal relative to the minimum
luggage volume and payload requirements; and upgrading would be
required in these areas for the 1985 version to qualify as a refer-
ence vehicle. (It should also be noted that the minimum payload
requirement of 520 kg is unusually severe for a 'tight' vehicle. A
more normal payload for a car such as the Fairmont is in the 400 to
450 k8 sage.) The LTD, on the other hand, has a wide margin rela-
lively to the luggage volume and payload requirements, which brings
up another point. Historically, a production volume of 100,000 units/
year is not an economical proposition far a unique car (as American
Motors will attest to), except for high priced vehicles with a
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special snd liiaitdd market which limits their potential impact on
petroleum consumption.
Consequently, if a hybrid vehicle were to be put into produc-
lion, it would undoubtedly share basic components with a parallel
line of conventionally powered vehicles. Thus, if Ford Motor Co.
were to plan production of a hybrid, the LTD would be a better can-
didate as a starting point than the Fairmont would since it does
have superior payload and capacity; and consequently, the modifica-
lions required to upgrade it to accept the additional weight and
volume associated with a battery pack would be minor compared to the
Fairmont, which might have to be totally re-engineered.
2.5.3 Performance of Reference Vehicles
The performance of the Fairmont based reference vehicles was
estimated using the vehicle simulation program VMODEL, which SCT has
had operational since 1977; that of the LTD based reference vehicle
was estimated by adjusting the Fairmont results to take ir.co  account
the higher power-to-toeight ratio (.052 kw/kg fox the LTD vs. .046 kw/
kg for the Fairmont). Table 2.16 shows a caroparison of these results
with the JPL-specified minimum requirements.
Table 2.16 - Performance of Reference Vehicles vs. Minimum
Requ ^rements
Min. Require-
Fairmont-based LTD-based meats
Accel. 0-50 km/br(sec) 5.2 4.6 6
0-90 " 14.9 13.5 15
40-90 " 11.1 10.0 12
Gradeability 3% ^ 115 l^ph X115 kph 90 kph/ll.^m
8% 99 kph 110 kph 50 kph/.3km
15% 66 kph 74 kph 25 kph/.2km
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2.5.4 Fuel Consumption of Reference Vehicles
The on-road fuel consumption of the reference vehicles was
estimated by two methods. The first, and simpler, method utilized
the projections of 1985 fuel economy given in Table C-1 of the AssuDp-
tions and Guidelines. U sing the formula
(1) FE(op-toad mph) ^ .71 (EPA composite mpg) + 2.83,
the on-road fuel economy was estimated for the compact, full size,
and large size classes. Then, using the new car fleet mix projected
for 1985 together with our assumption that our `tight' car represents
the compacts and the bottom half of the full size class, and the
'roomy' car the rest of the full size class and the large clas:, the
on-road economies of the two reference vehicles were computed as
the appropriate weighted harmonic averages. The results are su^ar-
ized in Table 2.17.
Table 2.17 - Fuel Economy of Reference Vehicles (Estisaate 1)
	
~	 On-road	 Ref.	 On-road
C1ASS
	 TW ( lbs) F . E. (:^pg) Vehicle	 IZJ ( lbs) F . E. (mpg)
Compact	 2650	 25.6
Tight	 2890	 23.7
Full Size	 3375
	
20.6
Roomy	 3712	 19.0
Large	 4050	 i7.7
The second method of estimation involved considerably more
detail regarding the projected characteristics of engine and vehicle
in 1985. The process was gone through for the Fairmont-based refer--
ence vehicle; the wane relative improvement was then assumed for the
LTD-based reference vehicle. The process involved the following.
II
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First of all, the only published engine mapping data available
on a close relative of the 1978-79 Fairmont 4-zylinder engine is on
this same basic engine in 1975 form (7) , which wart used in the Pinto
at the time, the Fairmont not being in production then. The first
step was to use this data, in conjunction with data on the 1975 Pinto,
in the VMODEL simulation, to establish a correlation between fuel
economy estimates made by the simulation and those made as a result
of EPA fasts on the actual vehicle. The results are shown in Table
2.18.
Table 2.18 - Comparison Between EPA Test and VMODEL Simulation
for 1975 Pinto with Automatic Transmission
Cycle EPA Test Simulation Ratio, Simulation
EPA Test
Urban 18 mpg 19.7 mpg 1.094
Highway 26 26.7 1.027
Composite 20.9 22.3 1.067
The differences between the simulation results and EPA test
results result from:
- Possible errors in estimating drag coefficient, rolling
resistance, and drivetrain efficiencies.
- Individual engine variations.
- Cold start on the urba ►^  cycle, which is not simulated in
the computer model.
(7) W. F. Marshall b K. R. Stamper, "Fuel Consumption, Emissions,
and Power Characteristics of the 1975 Ford 140 CID Automotive
Engine," U. S. Energy Research b Development Administration,
Bartleville Energy Research Center, November, 1976.
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In view of the fnct that the highway cycle results are much
closes than the urban cycle results, the last of t}^e above factors
is probably the most significant.
Table 2.19, thus, gives us a sat of correction factors to get
from simulation results to estLoates of the EPA urban and highway
mileage. The next step vss to run a simulation of the '75 engine
in the '85 reference vehicle to determine what eff@ct the vehicle
changes (lower drag cotfficienr and rolling resistance, and use of
a lockup torque convertor) would have- or: fuel economy, and then apply
the correction factors determined from Tab1P 2.18. The results are
shwn in Table 2.1^.
Table 2.19 - Estimated Fuel Economy of 1975 140 CZD Engine
is 19215 Fairmont-based Reference Vehicle
Economy from	 Economy on EPA
Cycle	 Simulation	 Test Procedure
Urban	 20.8	 19.0
Highway	 32.5	 31.6
Composite	 24.8	 23.2
The next step involves correcting these results to take into
account engine changes fz^ 1975 to 1985. From 1975 to 1978, the
composite cycle fuel economy reported for the Pinto went from 20.9
to 26 mph, for an imp^:ovement of 24%. The engine changes w}rich
accomplished this ir►cluded the following:
- Increase in compression ratio from 8/4 to 9.0.
- •Increase in maximum centrifugal advance from 14° at 4500 RPM
to 25° @ 5000 RPM.
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- Decrease in the RPM at which centrifugal advance starts
f roa 1350 to 1020 RPM .
- Increase in maximum vacuum advance from 5k° @ 7 in. Hg, to
24° @ 12.4 in. Hg.
- Decrease in vacuum at which vacuum advance starts from
4 in. H3 to 2 in. Hg .
Our o^.-n estimate is that these changes (of which the revised
advance cuz-ves are most signif scant) would result in an improvement
in full throttle bsfc on the order of 15%. The improvement at part
throttle (high vacuum) would be more, so the increase in overall
efficiency of 24Z, obtained from the composite cycle fuel economy,
is not unreasonable. As discussed previously, we are estimating the
improvement bet^een now and 1985 at about 4 y . If we apply these
factors to the c.:mbers, we get results shown in Table 2.20.
Table 2.20 - Estimated Fuel Economy cif 1985 Fairmont-based
Reference Vehicle (EPA Test Procedure)	 _
Cycle	 Fuel Economy
Urban	 24. S
Aighrray .
	
40.8
Composite
	 29.9
If we now apply formula (1) relating on-road to EPA composite
fuel economy, we arrive at a figure of 24 mpo for on-road fuel
economy 'or the Fairmont-based reference vehicle, very close to the
23.7 mpg obtained from the JPL projection .
For the LTD, a similar analysis was not possivle since detailed
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engine data ^,as not available to us; consequently, an estimate for
its on-road fuel economy was obtained in the fallowing manner.
First. the EPA test on the urban cycle gives a number of 14 mpg
for the '79 LTA; EPA no longer publishes highway cycle results. but
a reasonable estimate would be 20 mpg for a composite cycle economy
of 16.2 mpg .
I^uw, the simulation run with the Fairmont gave an improvement
of 15x on cdaposite cycle fuel economy associated with the 1985 ve-
hicle and transzission improvements; this, together with a 4'L improve-
ment in engine efficiency yields an estimated ccsnposite cycle Fuel
economy of 1 9.4 apg far the 1985 LTD-based reference vehicle. Apply-
ing (1) then gives an estimated cn-road fuel economy of 16.6 mpg,
which is loser than the estimate of 19 mpg obtained from the JPL pro-
f ections.
To obtain another estimate for the LTD-based reference vehicle,
the following was done. Using the hybrid vehicle system level simu-
lotion program, HXBRID, which was deve:l.oped for use in Task 2 (Design
Tradeoff Studies), and which will be documented in the report on
that task, operation of the Fairmont-based reference vehicle on the
driving cycle corresponding to the only driver usage pattern was
simulated. The LTD-based reference vehicle was also simulated, using
the same general eng ine characteristics as used for the Fairmont-
based vehicle (i.e., at a given ratio of. required power to available
power, the bsfc was the same for two engines). In this case, a fuel
economy 26.SX lower than the Fairmont-based vehicle was obtained.
Assusaing the same relationship holds for on-road fuel economy, the
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:rents vehicle would get 17.7 mpg vs. the Fairmont-
based vehicle's 24 mpg. Again, this is somewhat lower than the 19
npg obtained from the JPL proje^ : tions and, as a matter of happen-
stance, is very clone to the average between the previous estimate
of 16 . 6 mpg and the 19 mpg figure.
As a result of the foregoing considerations, we concluded that
the oa-goad fuel economy for the LTD-based (roomy) reference vehicle
^.^ould be in the 17-19 mpg range; a representative number was chosen
as 18 mpg .
2.5.5 Cost Factors for the Reference Vehicles
Manufacturing Cost for the Reference Vehicles. Manufacturing
costs for the two reference vehicles were estimated using the program
tiANDC, which is described in detail in Appendi^c A2 of this report.
Briefly, the program estimates the weight and manufacturing cost of
a hybrid (or conventional) vehicle, given inputs of heat engine power
fraction, battery weight fraction, power-to--weight ratio, payload,
and an 'irreducible' vehicle carriage weight (i.e., the weight the
vehicle would have if all it had to do was carry around passengers
and luggage). Internally, the program uses cost and weight vs. power
rating relationships for the vehicle carriage (i.e., vehicle less
propulsion system) and battery pack. These relationships were de-
rived from data developed by Rath and Strong, (8) updated to reflect
the difference in 1975 and 1978 costs (20-25%). The relationships
(8) R. G. Fitzgl.bbons 6 L. H. Lindgren, Estimated Weights and
Manufacturing Costs of Automobiles, Contract No. DOT-T5C-1067,
Task 1 Report, Rath ^ Strong, Inc., 1975.
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are used, together with a weight propagation factor for the vehicle
carriage, to derive an overall weight and cost for the vehicle, as
well as costs and weights for the propulsion system components. A
weight propagation factor of .2 was used; i.e., for every kilogram
added in propulsion system weight or payload, an additional .2 kilo-
gram is added to the vehicle carriage in additional structure, heav-
ier duty suspension and brakes, and so forth.
Computed in this fashion, the manufac^:uzing cost of the Fair-
mont was estimated at $2,613, and the LTD at $3,528. The computed
curb masses were 1308 kg and 1724 kg, respectively. These numbers
are in reasonable agreement with the approximate discounted retail
prices of these two cars of about $5,000 and $7,000, and curb masses
of about 1300 and 1700 kg ^^rhen equipped with a minimum option list,
including air conditioning.
To the above manufacturing costs must be added the cost
differential associated with the eng ine and other improvements pro-
jected for the 1985 time framne. These were estimated as follows:
Engine
	 $290
Loekup Torque Convertor
	 19
Tires	 16
TOTAL	 $325
The number for the engine mod if ications was developed by SCT
in the previously mentioned NHTSA contract.^ 4 ^ The cost is largely
associated with fuel system controls and sensors, include a micro-
processor, and is thus relati^rely independent of the engine size.
The cast differential for the addition of a lockup torque convertor
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was pro^• ided by C. E. Burke Engineering Services, SCT's heat engine/
tzansraission subcontractoz. Again, there is no significant difference
in the cost increments involved in adding this device to the Fairmont
and LTD transmissions. The cost increment for low rolling resistance
tires is an educated guess, based on current cost differences between
various tire types.
Consequently, to obtain manufacturing cost estimates for the
1985 Fairmont- and LTD-based reference vehicles, $325 was added to
the current values estimated for the Fairmont and LTD by the program
WANDC. The results dre $2,-940 for the Fairmont-based vehicle, and
$3,850 for the LTD-based vehicle.
Life Cvcle Cost for the Reference Vehicle. Life cycle costs
for the ref erence vehicles were e,tim ated using the program LYFECC,
which is described in detail^in Appendix A3 of this report. This
program utilizes the assumptions specified by JPL in the Assumptions
and Guidelines, and computes life cycle cost over a 10-year period.
Table C-3 of the Assumptions and Guidelines was adjusted so that the
overall average annual travel per vehicle agrees with the JPL pro-
jection of 19645 km for the year 1990 (the midpoint of the 10-year
period starting in 1985), and this data was used in the life cycle
cost program to def ine the distance travelled in each of the 10 years.
As a result of the high VMT shown in Table C-3 for the first four
years of a vehicle's life, the total mileage acc^^mulated during the
10 years over which the life cycle cost is ca ¢nputed is high: approxi-
mately 220, 000 km, or 137, 000 mi, instead ^ of the 100, 000 miles nor--
orally assumed. As a consequence, the life cycle c^^sts computed tend
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to be on the low side (since the initial investrnent is spread out
over more miles), with a larger fraction of the total costs asso-
tinted with operating costs and maintenance and zepair than might
normally be anticipated. However, the methodology is consistent
with the Assumptions and Guidelines pzovfded by JPL and is represen-
tative of a trend toward increased vehicle utilization.
Fuel consumption throughout was assumed to be represented by
the fuel consumption on the'only' driver composite driving cycle.
Actually. the usage patterns during the first three years of owner-
ship are probably more closely zepresented by the 'primary' driver
pattern. However, the fu e'1 consumption difference between these
driving patterns is less than 10%, as we shall discuss in the next
section. Consequently, the distinction is hardly worth making.
With this methodology, the life cycle cost of the Fairmont-based
reference vehicle was estimated to be 7.2C/tan, and that of the LTD-
based vehicle, 9.4C/km.
2.6 Fuel Consumption of Reference Vehicle Fleet
To ensure consistency between the fuel consumption estimates
to be made for hybrid vehicles in Task 2 and those made for the
reference vehicles, the hybrid vehicle system level simulation was
used to estimate the fuel consumption of the reference vehicles for
each of the three usage patterns, using the composite dziving cycle
described in Section 7 of Appendix A1. The on-road fuel economy esti-
mates and corresponding annual fuel consumption per vehicle are
given in Table 2.21.
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Only Driver
Primary
Driver
19100 1®
29900 1®
Tight
Roomy
Tight
Roomy
Table 2.21 — Fuel Lconomy of Reference Vehicle
Mission
sage
	
nnua	 Vehicle
Pattern
	
Travel (1985)
	
Size
	
FE (m
Secondary
	 11300 imt	 Tight	 22Driver
	
Roomy	 15
24
18
26
19
Annual Fuel
Consumption (gals.)
319
468
495
695
715
978
Going back to the percentages shown in Table 2 . 2, we find that,
if all the vehicles in these size classes in the 1985 fleet were
replaced by these two ref erence vehicles, the fuel consumed would be
given by the numbers shows in Table 2.22 (asf^uming a total fleet
size of 113 x 10 6
 vehicles).
Table 2.22 — Distribution of Fuel Consumed by Reference
Vehicles in 1985 Fleet
Mission	 Fuel Consumption (Gal. x 10 6)
Vehicle	 Cars at Single Multi—
Usage
	
Size
	
Family Units
	
Family Units
	 TOTAL
Tight	 4430	 970	 5, 400
:;acondary
Roomy 5080 1110 6,190
Tight 6260 3470 9, 730
only
Roomy 6550 3570 10,120
Tight 8080 2020 10,100
Primary
Roomy	 8620	 2100	 10,720
Thus, we come to the conclusion that more fuel will probably
be consumed fn the 1985 fleet by cars of the 'roomy' class than by
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those of the 'tight' class, despite the fact that the roomy car
class is a smaller segment of the fleet.
When we consider the segment of the fleet which could be
replaced by hybrids in the 'tight' and 'roomy' categories, we get
the results shown in Table 2.23, under the assumption that the avail-
ability of off-streec parking for battery recharge is uniformly dis-
tributed relative to the two size classes, as was done in the con-
struction of Table 2.9 in Section 2.4.2. As before, the ^ and j
signs have been added to indicate that ichis assumption is not true,
at least in the case of cars located at single family dwellings, and
to indicate the fact that there is a higher probability that a 'roomy'
class vehicle could be replaced by•a hybrid than a `tight' class ve-
hicle, from the standpoint of electrical service for battery recharge
being available.
Table 2.23 - Distribution of Fuel Consumed by Reference
Vehicles in 1985 Fleet with Off -Street Parking
Mission Fuel Consumption (Gal. x 10 6)
•	 Vehicle Car:, at Single	 Multi-
Usage	 Size Family Units	 Family Units	 TOTAL
Tight < 3460 900 04360
Secondary
Roomy ^ 3970 1000 ^ 4970
Tight < 4750 3240 ^ 7990
Only
Roomy ^ 4990 3350 ^ 8340
Tight ^ 6300 1860 L 8160
Primary
Roomy ^ 6740 1880 8620
• Total 'Tight' 20510
Total 'Roomy' 21930
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2.7 Selection of Mission/Reference Vehicle
In .previou a.sectiona, the 'taxi' nfission was not discussed in
any detail for the following reason: As can be seen from the data
in Section 6 of Appendix Al, it accounts for a total of about 2X of
the total passenger car vehicle miles travelled in , the country.
Consequently, replacement of this fleet by hybrids will not, under
any circumatances,have a very large effect oti petroleum consumption.
Moreover, as indicated in Table ^.1 of Appendix A1, most taxis are
used in a multi—shift operation in which there is not time available
for battery recharge; so, most of their energy consumption would
have to come from petroleum. For these reasons, the taxi mission
can be dropped from consideration.
With respect to other private car missions, the only factor
which is truly relevant to the design of the vehicle is the size
classification — tight or roomy. A vehicle cannot really be designed
'for' a primary driver, or an only driver, or a secondary driver, to
the exclusion of the other categories because that is not how ve-
hicles spend their lives. In general, the usage patterns tend more
toward t'rnat of the primary driver during their first few years and
towaru the secondary driver during their declining years.
The data from Table 2.23 indicates that the potential for
petroleum conservation by hybrids is very nearly the same in the
two classes of vehicles, with perhaps the higher potential being
associated with the 'roomy' class. As noted, the numbers in this
table do not take into account the following:
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- The 'roomy' vehicle owner is more likely to have off-street
parking for recharging baeteries.
- He is more likely to accept the retail price differential
of the hybrid.
- The amount. of re-engineering and modification of the 'roomy'
vehicle structure and running gear to accept a hybrid pro-
pulsion syst® is likely to be much less than that required
for a 'tight' vehicle; thus, a 'roomy` hybrid vehicle is
likely to be an economically more viable vehicle to produce
than a 'tight' vehicle,
All these factors drive the balance in the direction of the
'roomy' vehicle; what Table 2.23 indicates to be a near-wash situa-
lion becomes one which clearly is favorable to the 'roomy' hybrid.
Consequently, we have selected the 'roomy' class for the
vehicle size aspect of the mission which offers the greatest poten-
tial for petroleum conservation, and the LTD-based reference vehicle
to represent a comparable IC engined vehicle.
An analogous situation to the one which led to the selection
of the 'roomy' class vehicle for the near term hybrid has already
occurred in the real world; that is, General Motors introduction of
diesels in its Cadillac and Oldsmobile lines to meet legislated C.1FE
requirements. It is illustrative of the fact that a manufacturer
will put the greatest emphasis on improv ing the fuel economy of his
least fuel efficient lines of vFhicles, particularly if they are
lines whose market share it would be desirable to maintain from the
profitability standpoint. This is a consequence of the use of
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harmonic averagirtig to determine a manufacturer's CAFE. As an ex^nple,
.consider a manufacturer with two lines of vehicles, of equal produc-
tion volumes. one of which averages 15 mpg and the other 30 mpg for
a harmonic mean of 20 mpg. If the fuel economy of the 30 mpg caz is
i^aproved by SOX to 45 mpg, the harmonic mean fuel economy improves
to only 22.5 mpg; however, if the SOX improvement goes to the 15 mpg
car, the mean fuel economy goes to 25 . 7 mpg. Manufacturers clearly
zecognize this and would, therefore, gain the most from this program
if the hybrid vehicle design we undertake is in that 'roomy' caz
category.
	 •
As far as the usage pattern portion of the mission definition
is concerned, a vehicle is likely to experience all three during its
lifetime. However, the 'only' driver usage pattern can be used as
an overall average. For example, if the total fuel consumption fig-
ures shown in Table 2.23 are recomputed using the 'only' driver us-
age pattern throug bout, they change by only 3.5 % for the ' roomy'
vehicle and less than 1X for the 'tight` vehicle--certainly a smaller
variation than the tolerances on the numbers for availability of re-
charge facilities and other critical areas of this analysis. Conse-
quently, for the purposes of vehicle and propulsion system design,
and estimating fuel and energy consumption, it suffices to work with
the 'only' driver travel distribution.
2.8 Missfon Related Vehicle Characteristics
2.8.1 Capacity (Passengers end Cargo)
Since the mission represented by the 'only' driver travel
distribution acid owner -perceived requirements for a zoomy, sia
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passenger autsrobile vas selected s six passenger capacity is an
obvious mission-related characteristic. In this cection^ we shall
present some note detail on the definition of passenger g rid cargo
capacity.
Our basic pr®ise in establishing those requirements is that
the hybrid vehicle mu:t offer to the buyer an aquivalant, vehicle
from a utilitarian standpoint if it is to be perceived and accepted
as a viable alternative. This is particularly true with respect to
' vehicle size. Zf a ;:vbrid weze to force a buyer to give up passenger
or cargo capacity, the buyer could do this far more cost effectively
by buying a ssaller car with its improved level of fuel economy.
A siz passenger vehicle should, as a m:inimum^ acconuDOdate
two (2) 95 percentile males ar^d four (4) 50 percentile males. These
' proposed requirements meet the vehicle minimum require,nent of t^ ►e
statement of work. However. since many compact vehicles are classi-
fied as sic passenger vehicles (but cannot be considered comfortable
for six passengers), it is necessary to further quantify the interior
zoom available. Consequently, using the LTA as being representative
of the amount of interior room which should be provided in a 'roomy'
siu passenger car, we concluded that the hybrid vehicle should meet
or exceed the interior dimensions shown in Table 2.24.
Table 2.24 - Minimum Interior Dimensions for 'Roomy' Class
Hybrid
Front Compartment Rear Compartment
Head room (can) 96 94
Shoulder room (®) 155 155
Leg room (cm) 106 96
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Cargo Capacity. Following the principle of not requiring a
hybrid vehicle buyer to give up attributes he could find in a con-
ventional propulsion system vehicle. our objective is to establish
an achievable and adequate capacity that recognizes the space lost
in the vehicle to accommodate batteries and/or other portions of the
hybrid propulsion system.
For the 6 passenger hybrid vehicle, we would recormoend a lug-
sage compartment capacity equivalent to the spac ,^ available in a
typical Ford LTD ( . 66 m3 ) or Chevrolet Impala (.S7 m 3 ). A compro-
m ise between these two vehicles would seem reasonable; and for this
reason, we have selected 0.6^m 3
 as the recormaended capacity.
Payload Capacity. The payload capacity designated by a manu-
fdcturer baeomes crucial in a hybrid vehicle zitnce its basis. propul-
sion system results in a curb weight significantly above ethers in
its size/passenger accommodation class. Whatever payload is selec-
ted must be accommodated by the wheels and tires used and other
chassis and structural itesas; and, in addition, there is an implied
warranty bs the ma^^ufacturer that the vet^ic'le will perform satisfac-
torily at the maximum payload.
We have reviewed the gross vehicle weight vs. curb weight for
full size, six passenger cars, and have determined payload capability
based on the number and weight of passengers provided for, and for
the recommended manufacturers luggage compartment weight allowance.
Six Passenger
Passenger Accrnmoodatlon (kg)	 480
rla^c Trunk Cargo Load (kg)	 50
Total Payload	 530
- S1 -
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This is very close to the minimum rcquireloent of S2O kg
speci`ied by JPL; con:equently, we set the payload requirement at
the minimum zequireeaent.
2.8.2 Range, Speed. Acceleration. and Gradeability
Obviously. the designated •mission can be perfoteaed by vehicles
with a wide ransle of performance capabilities; and, just as obvious-
ly, the buyer of a car has same perception of a minimum performance
level which is acceptable in a car of the class he is buying. As
indicated in ?able 2..16 in Section 2.5.3, the performance of the LTD-
based reference vehicle is on the order of lOy better than the 3YL
minimum requirement of 0-QO kph in 1S sec, which is a measure close
to the traditional 0-60 mph time. This is close enough so that the
JPL minimum requirement is used. Further discussion of acceleration
and gradeability requir®ants, and the relationship between them and
safety, is given in Section 2.8 on the development of performance
specifications.
With respect to range, we have already stated as a design cri-
terion that the operating range should not be limited by battery state
cf charge. Range cn a tank of fuel should be consistent with normal
practice; i..e., at least 400 km in highway driving.
2.8.3 Cost Constraints (Initial and operating)
The work statement contains two simple and short sentences with
respect to cost constraints. We will examine below these constraints
and others provided as assur •.ions and guidelines.
Initial Costs. The wc, ` ,. statement provides two important
guidelines as follows:
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R10.1: Maximum consumer purchase price - cosnpeticive with
purchase price of reference conventional Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicle.
Purchase Price ^ 2.0 x manufacturing cost (includes desti-
nation, dealer prep ai ►d license).
While work on the design tradeoffs is only just beginning, we
have an adequate preliminary definition of the key elements that
will comprise our propulsion systen to have a rough idea of the mag-
allude of same of the costs involved. Tt is clear that we will not
be able to achieve a maximum consumer purchase price equal to the
reference vehicle and could only achieve a 'competitive' price if
one were to accept an interpretation of what the word competitive
means. We believe that it is realistic to consider that there is a
range of prices for each class of car that might be replaced in part
by hybrid vehicles. We would plan to investigate such pricing consi-
derations and leave open the issue as to what the max im^un consumer
purchase price should be and could be for a given hybrid vehicle.
Price sensitivity, energy prices, and consumer perception of the
merits of hybrid vehicles are all factors that we plan to consider.
If we were only concerned with building two or three hybrid test ve-
t^icles for JPL, these factors co^^ld be ignored. That is not our
assigiunent, and we accept the challenge of designing a producible
hybrid vehicle that will result in the greatest amount of total pe-
troleum savings; and. thus, the vehicle and its place in the market-
place are of major import to us. We do not believe it appropriate
to attempt to offset a major part of the hybrid propulsion system
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costs by design actions to the rest of the car to cheapen it. Such
actions, if possible, should also apply to the reference vehicle
and, therefore, do not solve a cost problem.
Recwmaendation: Leave the existing work statement requir anent
unchanged as an objective and accept the fact that contractors will
have to deal with the issue in submitting the Design Tradeoff Studies
Report. JPL may wish to consider a m®o on this subject to the four
contractors or could let the matter rest and review the data that
will be included in the Task 2 Design Tradeoff Studies.
The issue of the purchase price being a simple mathematical
relationship to manufacturing cost is an area that we take exception
to. We can understand the reasoning for having each contractor
evaluate and submit data on the same ground rules. 'Gle would be pre-
pared to do this as one reference point. Our concern is that the
guideline is unrealistic for each hybrid vehicle approach and that
it could re.;ult in an excess, ^^^e price increment for a hybrid which
would distort initial price, impact total volume sales potential,
and result^in unrealistic consumer acquisition and operating ^osts.
Automotive pricing and pricing policy within each manufacturer varies
widely. Until recently, there were primarily two types of pricing
used by the auto industry - cost and iaage. (9) A third and impor-
tant pricing option relating to achieving compliance with CAFE re-
quirements is now developing, an option we shall identify as CAFE;
^(9) "Automobile Marketing Strategies, Pricing, and Product Planning."
Final report for U. S. Department of Transportation, TSC Contract
No. DOT-TS-13632, ASL Engineering, Inc. (Principal Author:
H. M. Siegel), June, 1977.
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and this third option must be evaluated in the pricing of hybrid
vehicles.
Cost prici:ig is used by the industry in two instances. In the
process of designing new product offerings, the manufacturer will
select a target price for a new vehicle as one of the initial con-
straints. host targets are then set that will enable the manufac-
tuner to achieve an acceptable profit level for that class and type
of car. Before a project is approved, adequate engineering studies
are completed to enable setting a b^idget for the manufacturing cost
and tooling for each detailed component that comprises a part of the
car. Final pricing is then accomplished shortly before the car is
introduced when actual costs vs. the original targets are known and
when current competitive prices are known.
Mother application of cost pricing is in determining year to
year price adjustments that are made to recover added costs due to
economics, regulatory design changes, etc.
In cost pricing, there is no hard and fast rule with respect
to the relationship of manufacturing cost t.^ purchase price. If
there is any pattern to judge by, it is the usual goal of the_manu-
facturer to achieve a reasonable profit level for each class of car
he produces, with nominal profits at the compact/subcompact size
cars and with prof it margins increasing sign if icantly as full sizQ
and large cars are priced. Profit margins for larger and luxury
vehicles are S to 1 0 times the profits realized on smaller cars.
It is signif icant, however, that once a vehicle is priced in
relation to competition and to the other cars produced by a given
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manufacturer, the impact of cost increases on prices is usually
based on cost recovery. When a manufacturer adds more costly vnis-
Sion hardware, he usually accepts a pass-through on cost. When
costs for labor and material increase. he usually passes through at
joss. A hybrid propulsion system in an already profitable car line
could be priced more favorably than a hybrid in a smaller, less
profitable car line. There is no formula that we know of that would
suggest a purchase price being 2.0 x manufacturing cost, and cer-
tainly no formula or pricing policy to support a delta price for a
hybrid propulsion system that would be 2.0 x manufacturing costs.
Available data on new car pricing and manufacturing costs is
limited. but a report issued in 1977^10^ and Table 2.25 below per-
haps indicate some more conservative guidelines to hybrid pricing
would be in order.
Table 2.25 - Current Cost/Price Structure of an Average
U. S. Pas::enger Automobile*
1977 Model Year 1978 Model Year
$ 7130
190
6940
5700
5280**
1800
2190
.1240
retail Price, including $ 6720
delivery charges
Delivery Charges 170
Retail Price 6550
Wholesale Price 5335
Manufacturer's Costs 4902
Labor Costs 1656
Material Costs 2074
Other Costs 1172
* With average options.
** Based on sales of 11 million vehicles in model year.
Source: Executive Off ice of the President, Council on Wage and Price
^^ Stability, "Council Analyzes New Automobile Price Increases,"
November 14. 1977.
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Image pricing is in widespread use by the auto industry to
exploit the profit potential of their cars by. offering derivative
models under different names. For years this has enabled C14 to
achieve major levels of product interchangeability between Cadillac
and Chevrolet, and yet, obtain a good market demand for the high ,
priced, high profit Cadillac. Perhaps the best example of image
pricing is the Cadillac Seville (Nova base) and the Lincoln Versailles
(Granada base). In this instance, Cadillac did afar better design
job and has a very successful car — the highest priced Cadillac built
on a Chevy Nova base. Ford did not do well, and the design of the
Versailles is too much like the Granada/Monarch and sales are dismal.
(1978 sales: Seville — 55,721; Versailles — 15,747) Image pricing
considerations can play a role in hybrid vehicles, and this issue
will be considered in our tradeoff studies.
CAFE pricing is now being used by the auto industry. The
first apparent approach is to restructure the prices for optional
engines with the hope that a higher price will discourage the sale
of the less fuel efficient options. Small domestic cars are not
selling well, and part of the problem is the lack of a substantial
difference in the prices of the small and large cars. It is likely
that this differential will increase in the next .few years to enable
manufacturers to sell more smaller cars and, thus, achieve their
CAFE requirezaents. Zt is ironic that the 1973 energy crisis was a
major factor is narrowing the gap in small vs. big car prices. At
that time, big cars had a temporary setback; and manufacturers chose
to recover their economic increases by raising small car prices —
—57—
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in view of the rapid increases in Ger^oan and Japa»ese prices - and
leaving large car prices relatively stable.
The availability of the right hybrid vehicle in a manufacturer's
fleet can be a most effective means of improving CAFE levels, avoid-
ing potential penalties for non-compliance and offering a commercially
accep^^ble vehicle to the bu^•ers. As discussed in the Hybrid Vehicle
Potential Assessment Interim Progress Report of February, 1978, the
costs associated with the hybrid can possibly be mitigated by the
savings in penalties that might otherwise need to be paid if the
CAFE requirement cannot be met.
In summary, all of our review and analysis to date suggests
that the guideline that Purchase Price 2.0 x manufacturing cost is
inappropriate as a f axed position. We would suggest one of two
alternatives, which are:
a) leave the guideline unchanged but recognize that one or
more contractors may choose to present alternative data, or
b) revise the guideline from the words that state the relation-
ship is one which shall be used by all contractors to a
more flexible ground rule.
Operating Costs. The objective of achieving life cycle costs
that are the same as the average life cycle cost of the reference
vehicle is an objective that would be ideal to achieve rapid commer-
cialization of hybrid vehicles.
To date, our analysis cannot be definitive as there are still
too many unknowns that must be determined during the tradeoff studies,
with the vehicle pricing formula discussed above being one major
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factor. InT:erently, we do not foresee diff iculty in achievins a
reasonable level of operatir^ costs for some of the following
reasons:
- Heat engine operating costs should decrease; oil and filter
change interval could be increased to 10-12,000 miles or
one year.
- Electric motor is a reliable component and work could be
done to obtain maximum brush life. A one-year service
interval should be possible.
- Controller/microprocessor, etc. Reliable design should be
achievable.
- Batteries. The selection of the right batteries and con-
trol strategy will maxir4ize battery life, which together
with the type of battery used, is the key to the operating
costs.
- Mechanical and electromechanical systems. These systems
that will operate the heat engine and motor and fox^n the
interface to the transmission will essentially utilize
proven automotive technology and, though complex, should
not pose signif icant areas of repair and maintenance.
Our design tradeoffs will consider these and other factors,
and our Phase II design approach will be oriented toward using re-
liability eng itxeering disciplines as a design aid to achieve minimal
operating costs.
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2.S.4 Ambient Conditions, Availability. and Amenities
Ambient Conditions. _ The vehicle minimum requirements• esta-
blishes the temperature range aver which the vehicle must meet all
minims requirments, a range of -20°C to +40°C (-4°F to 104°F) .
y^.
We believe this is achievable but would plan to achieve a wider
t cperature range in order to approximate the operating temperature
range that a typical U.S. passenger car is designed to (-20°F to
+130°F) .
Similarly, the self -contained warm up spec itication which
establishes a 10-minute warm up ( it should be maximum of 10 minutes
rather than minimum of ^.0 minutes) to reach full performance in the
mmbient temperature range of -20 °C to +40°C (-4°F to 104••°F) appears
to be achievable and acceptable. Again, data will be obtained on
coaventional cars; and every effort will be made to cover the same
temperature ractge and time to reach full performance.
The last portion of the requirc^nent that establishes that the
vehicle must be operable within one minute in the same ambient tem-
perature range is a reasonable constraint that should be met. Again,
our objective will be to study this issue further and attempt to
meet the operating temperature range and warm up time of a conven-
tional car.
Availability. Using the statement of work def inition that
defines the minimum expected utilization rate as the x derived from
the equation of 100 :c time in service	 ( time in service + time under
zepafr) ,we have a-rived at the values required to cocopute availa-
bility as follows:
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Tiioe in Service: Based on the average number of hours required
to drive 12,208 miles (1990 JPL projection) in a 10-year period, we
have selected an average speed of 30 miles per hour (Appendix Al
Addendum 1 ). The time in service would thus amount to ca. 3500
hours over the 10-year period. This value would be the same for a
comrentional zefezence vehicle driven the same total distance.
The time under repair value is based on two premises. First;
the time under repair for the hybrid, including routine maintenance
and service. will be equivalent to the reference vehicle. 	 Second,
available data will be used to arrive at the proper values. During
the tradeoff studies, these data can be further ref ined to reflect
differences that would exist between hybrid and conventional vehicles.
Our data source is a study done for DOT by Arthur D. Little, Inc.(11)
This study provides data on labor hours and costs of material to
perform scheduled maintenance and unscheduled maintenance and repair
operations over an assumed 10-year, 100, 000 mile life cycle. Unf or-
tunately, the data is for 1974-75 model years and, thus, does not
reflect the industr }^ move toward reduced routine service require-
ments, as evidenced by less frequent oil changes and more^lube for
life fittings. An updated study is now in process for TSC with the
work being done by Chilton Publishing Company. These data will up-
date the model year coverage through the 1978 model year. We hope
to be able to obtain advanced data on our reference vehicle for use
in our tradeoff studies.
(11) Data Base Development of Automobile and Light Truck Maintenance,
Report No. DOT-TSC-NHTSA-78-25, issued August, 1978.
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Using the available data for the 1975 model year. the data
base for the 1975 version of the LTD is as follows:
10-Year
Scheduled	 Unscheduled	 100,000 Mile Value
Maintenance (hrs Maintenance (hrs) Total	 Used
LTD
	 9 . 175	 39 . 500	 413.675	 49
Availability, thus. is as follows:
LTD ^ 100 x 3500 ^ 93. bX3500 + 49
Amenities. In positioning a hybrid vehicle in the marketplace,
it will be essential to offer to the buyers a wide range of optional
equipment normally available in equivalent convEntional driveline
vehicles. This equipment offering d iffers by both the price class
of the car and the base specif ications. ^!. list of tihe more signif s-
cant optional offerings on a Ford LTD is given in Table 2.26.
Table 2.2f, - Option List: Ford LTD
Audio - choice of	 OPT
5 radio/stereo, etc.
Appearance - variety of	 OPT
interior and exterior
appointment levels
Comfort - manual A/C,	 OPT
autaaaatic temp. control
Convenience
- Misc items incl interval	 OPT
wipers, mirrors, eta.
- Speed control	 OPT
Perf ormaace
- Engine options	 1
- ^ID suspension	 OPT
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Ootion List: Ford LTD (cont'd)
Power Assists
- Sleazing	 STD
- Brakes	 STD
- Automatic trans.	 STD
- Power ateezins	 STD
A copy of the full option lists for the LTD are enclosed as
Append ix A4 to this report.
In reviewing the option availability, we foresee nu difficulty
is offering all the options available with each size car. The only
issue is is the performance area where one must consider an approach
that ^-i1 1 make the hybrid saleable.
For the LTD, there is only one engine option, a larger displace-
meet C-8; however, there is a need to consider, not only the LTA but
the other Ford products that share the same basic chassis, propulsion
syst®, and body. By 1980 model year, the Ford LTD will share major
interchangeability with the Mercury Marquis and Lincoln Continental
sedans. A hybrid should appeal to the Mercury and Lincoln Continen-
tal oc.^ners if it could offer greater performance than the most fuel
efficient Ford. We believe this could be accomplished by offering
a larger displacement heat engine as an option on the Ford and as
standard equipment on the Mercury. A turbocharged version of one
of the two displacements could then be available as an option on the
Ford and Mercury, and as standard equipment on the Lincoln. As our
propulsion syst® for the LTD-based vehicle takes shape during the
tradeoff studies, this issue will be reviewed and a determination
made as to how to best accomplish the performance step up required.
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2.9 P^erfor-^anet Spec i fications
In developing perforroanca specifications for the near terra
hybrid, three factors were generally tAken into account.
- 
JPL-specified minilaum requirements.
- Operating safety.
- Driver perception of requirazaenta, as indicated by the
perforsance level of the LTD-based reference vehicle.
2.9.1 Hinimum ion-Refueled Range
This factor relates simply to fuel tank capacity, since the
range of the hybrid will not be limited by anything other than fuel
tank capacity. Typically, in highway driving. a minimum cruising
zange of 250 miles (400 km) is^ desirable. Assuming this to be the
range on the fe3eral highway cycle, the range nn the urban cycle
was estimated at 250 lan, and on the J227a(B) cycle at 150 km (al-
though it is hard to conceive of anyone driving through a whole
tank of gas on the J227a(B) cycle).
2.9.2 Cruise sad Maxim ►sm Speeds
It is difficult to justify a continuous cruising speed require-
meet much in excess of the 55 mph speed limit; consequently, w? set
this equal to the JPL minimum requirement of 90 kph (56 mph).
The maximum speed requirement is determined by the ability to
pass with reasonable safety. The standard high speed passing min=
euver used to define passing ability involves passing a 55 ft. long
truck travelling at a constant 80 kph (50 mph), clearing it by
100 ft. at the beginning and end of the maneuver. If the vehicle
reaches 129 kph (80 mph) before the maneuver is completed, the
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vehicle spend is held at that value for the remainder of the
maneuvtr.- :+ssu=.ing that this represents a typical passing maneuver,
a toy► speed of, say, 130 kph would be adequate. Of course, adequate
acceleration curability up to this speed must also be provided; but
this is, to a great extent, implied by the acceleration requirements;
i.e., if a vehicle meets reasonable 0-90 kph acceleration requirt-
meets and also 2a^s • top speed of at least 130 kph, then it will
have enough resrsve power in the 80-110 kph range to provide adequate
passing capability.
The le ngtb of time that the vehicle roust maintain the top speed
is a function of the passing maneuver. In general, the length of the
entire maneuver is something on the order of 12-20 sec. Assuming
that the driver is can a road in which passing situations are encoun-
tered repetitively, then the ability to repeat such short duration
maneuvers at fairly frequent intervals may be much more significant
than the ability to hold maximum speed for a long period. Consequent-
ly, rather than specify a length of time for which top speed must be
held, we have chosen to specify that the vehicle must be able to com-
plete a high speed pass maneuver, of the type described, once every
five minutes, cruising at 90 kph between maneuvers, at least 10
times in succession without having the passing distance increase by
more than Sz.
2.9.3 Acceleration and Gradeability
As discussed in Section 2.7, the minimum performance require-
meat of 0-9U kpb in 15 sec represents a performance level which is
on the order of IOX below that attained by the reference vehicle.
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Until we get, as a result of the analyses performed in Task 2. a
better idea of what the tradeoffs are of fuel consumption and opera-
ling cost against perfor^oance, we would set this performance speci-
fication, aloag with the other acceleration specifications, equal to
the minimum requirement.
The minimum requirements for gradeability are, on the other
hand. significantly below those of conventional cars (see Table 2.16)
and would represent an unacceptably low performance level. As a
matter of fact, the minimum acceleration requirements do imply a
much higher gradeability than-the minimum gradeability specified by
JPL. This waa determined in the following manner. Simulations were
run of full throttle acceleration for both conventional and pure
electric vehicles (to span the hybrid range). In both cases, the
critical acceleration requirement was found to be the 0-90 kph time
of 15 sec. Next, using the power-to-weight ratio for which the 0-90
kph requirement was met, the speeds at which various gradients could
be climbed were computed. The results are shown on Figure 2.2
This work was also done independently by GRC; the results are shown
in Figure 5.1 of Appendix A1, and they are in close agreement with
those of Figure 2.2
Based on Figure 2. 2, a vehicle meeting the minimum acceleration
requirements would be able to negotiate a 3% grade at a speed of
about 125 kph, a SX grade at 110 kph, an 6% grade at 90 kph, and a
15X grade at 55 kph. On major highways, there are in many cases
stretches of road with gradients on the order of 3-S%, on which the
gradient is maintained over a long distance. To handle these cases,
7
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we believe that a vehicle should be able to maintain cruising speed
(90 kph) on a 3 % grade indefinitely, and on a 5% grade, for at least
20 km. Grades of 8X are much less common on major highways; in this
case, we would require that a vehicle be able to maintain at least
85 kph (i.e., within 5 ttph of cruising speed) for 5 loa, and be able
to maintain 65 kph without restriction on distance. The latter
would ensure the veh^^.cle ' s ability to maintain a reasonable speed
on extended climbs on secondary roads in mountainous regions. 15%
grades are normally encountered only on secondary roads for rela-
tively short distances. For this grade, we would require the abil-
ity to maintai a SO kph for 2 km.
Maximum gradeability is usually associated with the ability
to negotiate steep driveways and other very short grades. We use
the accepted value here of 30%.
Further discussion of the safety aspects of a vehicle meeting
the minimur:^ acceleration requirements will be found in Section 5 of
Appendix Al. The conclusion reached by GRC and SCT is that the mini-
mum acceleration requirements are adequate from a safety standpoint.
2.9.4 Payload and Car c Capacity
This subject has been discussed in adequate detail in Sections
2.5.1, 2 . 5.2, and 2.8.1. We have spec if ied a six passenger (two
95th % males plus four 50th % males) vehicle, with minimum interior
dimensions g:.ven by Table 2 . 24, a m inimum cargo volume of .6 m 3 , and
a total payload capacity of 520 kg.
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2.9.5 Consumer Costs
i
This subject - has been discussed in detail in Sections 2.4.3
and 2.8.3. In view of the large number of factors which will affect
how a hybrid would actually be priced in relation to the rest of the
market, and which we will ' be investigating during the Design Trade-
off Studies, it is premature at this point to offer anything but
eYtremply rough numbers. These would not be particularly meaningful,
so we will defer specification of eonsumer costs until the Design
Tradeoff Studies task is complete.
2.9.6 Emissions
In this area, there is an obvious requirement to meet the
federal emission standards for 1985 and the years following. These
are:
HC	 .41 g/mi (.25 g/km)
CO	 3.4 g/mi (2 . 11 g /km)
NOx	 1.0 g/mi (.62 g /km)
Since there is still debate over whether these requirements
are too stringent, we see no point in specifying any tighter emis-
sion controls. It must be recognized, • however, that the current
Federal Test Procedure is inadequate to estimate the in-use emis-
sions of a hybrid vehicle due to the fact that the hybrid can have
at least two modes of operation depending on battery state of charge.
Zf, for ^cample, the hybrid has just • two modes, then the Federal
Test Procedure will have to be perfoaned and emissions measured for
both modes. Then, based on the vehicle's range on the mode on ^.:i^ich
it utilizes stored energy, and based on a typical distribution of
e	 ;^
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daily travel, the overall emissions level would be computed as an
^	 appropr.ietely weighted average of the emissions on the two modes.
2.9.7 Pznbient Temperature Capability
This subject is discussed in Section 2.8.4. Yenning any
further developments during subsequent tasks, we set this specifi-
.	 cation at the JPL minimum requirements.
2.9.8 Rechargeabi].ity
To bring a battery pack ^^p to 1007. state of ch^crge (i . e. ,
1O0x of the batteries fully charged), it is generally necessary (at
least for lead-acid batteries) to give the pack an equalizing charge.
That is, the batteries are deliberately overcharged, allowing them
to gas under a low charging current for a period of several hours.
^^fien this is done, the charging process takes longer than usual;
morew er, this process should not be carried out every time the bat-
teries are charged but at intervals of, say, every Sth to 10th charge.
Otherwise, battery life is adversely affected. When the batteries
are charged normally (i.e., not given an equalizing charge), they
will rarely attain a true, 100% charge.
As a result of these considerations, the ti^ae^to recharge must
be qualified not only by a statement of where the battery is coming
from (initial state of charge) but where it is going to (final state
of charge). Under normal (non-equalizing) charging, the Tina] state
of charge will probably be on the order of 907.. Consequently, we
have specif ied the recharge time to bring the battery from 80% depth
of discharge to 10% depth of discharge. There is also an obvious
limitation in the recharge time, based on the available power from
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the wall plug and the battery capacity. For an on-board charger
^	 running off 120 V, 30 A service, a 7-houz recharge time between the
80X and lOr points is reasonable. The corresponding number for 120 V
15 A service is 14 hours, and for 240 V, 60 A service, two hours.
This is a combined battery-charger efficiency of .6, an average: peak
current ratio of .75, and a'16 KW battery pack.
2.9.9 Required Maintenance
As an objectiv e, the routine maintenance for a hybrid vehicle
should be no greater than equal to the reference vehicle. Available
data on the reference vehic^e (11)
 establishes that over a 10-year,
100,000 mile life, total routine service will amount to 9.175 hours
which amounts to .076 hours per month.
2.9.10 Unserviced Storability
The unserviced storability of a hybrid vehicle over a specified
range of ambient temperatures (-30°C to SO°C) will largely depend
upon the control strategy that might be employed after prolonged
storage in extreme cold ambient temperatures. As a minimum, the ve-
hide will be operable since the heat engine will start and provide
p^^wer to propel the vehicle. The time to reach normal operating
conditions will depend on the portion of heat engine output that can
be diverted to charge the battery pack and, thus, raise the battery
temperature. Another variable is the availability of an option that
can be used in extreme cold weather to provide insulation and/or
heat to the battery pack.
These issues are complex and must be considered during the
design tradeoff studies. We, therefore, recommend that the is: ae
be left open at this time and that a performance recommendation be
included in the design tradeoff studies.
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2.9.11 Reliability
1	 As an objective, we believe it is reasonable to establish a
reliability objective for the hybrid vehicle that is equal to •:he
reference vehicle. The objectives that follow are based on the DOT
data (11) which expresses non-scheduled maf,ntenance in terms of fre-
quency factor aver a 100,000 mile life cycle. The objectives are:
- Mean usage between failures - powertrain = 41, 000 lai.
- Mean usage between failures - brakes
	 SS,000 km.
- Mean usage between failures - vehicle
	 = 33,000 km.
These objectives represent the highest frequency of repair
items in each category. Although this approach may be subject to
question , the alternative of averasing the frequency of repair of
each item within a category would distort the data. Rapairs of many
items are often made at the same time; and, thus, our approach is
probably more indicative of actual customer experience.
2.9.12 Maintainability
The DOT data base (11) is used to establish the maintainability
t-rget for the hybrid vehicle. Our objective is to provide a hybrid
that is the equal of the reference vehicle. The target below is ten-
tative as it reflects the most recent model year (1975) in the data
base. Ttie current update study should provide more recent data to
reflect the 1978 model year, data that should show signif icant i^n-
prow ®ent brought about by the recent emphasis by the manufacturers
to reduce the need for, and frequency of, routine service.
Time to repair -mean s 9.175 hours over the life of the vehicle.
The supporting detail that was used to make this projection is not
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available to u s; and, thu s the time to repair variance cannot be
projected. Zn updating the data to the 1978 model year, we will
endeavor to obtain this information from DOT and will incorporate
it in our design tradeoff studies.
2.9.13 Availability
This area is discussed in Section 2,A.4. The projected avail-
ability is 98.6X.
2.9.14 Additional Accessories and Amenities
This area has been discussed in Section 2.8.4. As an objec-
tive, the hybrid vehicle will offer the full range of options avil.-
able on a car such as the Ford LTD (Appendix A4).
The major open issue is the performance option, and this will
be determined during our tradeoff studies.
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3. MISSION SPECIFICATIONS
In this section the final ^oission specifications resulting
from the Task 1 effort are summarized. Other sections of this report
which provide discussions of methodology. interim results and other
supporting data are given in parentheses at the end of each indivi-
dual specif ication.
The distribution of daily travel for the only driver usage
pattern is as follows:
-74--
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^	 Fraction of Daily Travel on:E
Daily	 Fraction of
Travel (lo) Total Drivi^,	J227 a B	 FUDC	 Ft^C
0-20 .0461 .204 .796 0
20-30 .0560 .082 .918 0
30-40 .0759 .058 .942 0
40-50 .0799 .045 .798 .157
50-60 .0769 .037 .652 .311
60-70 .0583 .031 .552 .41'7
70-80 .0672 .027 .478 .495
80-90 .0579 .024 .422 .554
90-100 .0596 .021 .378 .601
100-120 .0927 .019 .326 .655
120-140 .0653 .016 .276 .708
140-160 = 0538 .014 .239 .747
160-1^0 .0457 .012 .211 .777
180-200 .0307 .011 .189 .800
200-220 .0226 .010 .171 .811
220-240 .0206 .009 .156 .835
240-260 .0134 .008 .144 .848
260-280 .0145 .008 .133 .859
280-300 .0104 .007 .124 .869
300-320 .0111 :007 .116 .878
> 320 .0414 .006 .109 .885
(2.2.1, 2.7, Appendix Al Section 2)
M2 - Payload:
• Typical of roomy, 6 passer^er vehicle.
See item Vl, Mission-Related Vehicle Characteristics.
(2.2.2, 2.7, Appendix Al Section 3)
I'Li - Trip Characteristics:
Trip characteristics are such that battery recharge once a
day is possible, but not more frequently.
(2.3)
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M4 - Driving C^•cles:
The driving pattern on a given day is represented by:
SAE J227a (B) for daily travel up to 6 such cycles (2km).
6 J227a(B) cycles, and the remainder on FUDC, for daily travel
up to 6 J227a (8) cycles + 3 FUDC ' s (38 km).
6 J227a (B) cycles + 3 FUDC's, and the remainder on FHDC, for
daily travel beyond 38 lan.
The breakdown of daily travel into these three driving cycles
is also indicated under M1.
(Appendiz Al Section 7)
MS - Annual Travel Pez Vehicle:
19600 km.
(2.2.1, Appendix Al Section 2)
M6 - Potential Numbez of Vehicles in Use as a Percentage of Total
Fleet:
35x of 1985 in--use fleet ( total)
28X of 1985 in-use fleet (potentially replaceable by hybrids)
(2.4.1, 2 . 4.2, Appendix Al Section 4)
M7 - Reference Conventional ICE Vehicle:
1979 Ford LTD projected to 1985 engine and vehicle technology.
(2.5, 2.7)
M8 - Estimated Fuel Consumption of Mission Perfozmed Entirely by
Reference Vehicles:
27000 x 1 06
 gal. (total)
21900 x 1 0 6 gal. (vehicles potentially replaceable by hybrids)
(2.5.4, 2.6)
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i'	 4. HISSIO:: -T.LL=.TEb VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS
In this section, mission-zelated vehicle characteristics sre
surr®arized. As before, sections of the report which provide backup
data and rationale sre given i.n parentheses for each item.
V1 - Capacity:
V1.1 - Passengers: 6 adults (2 95th X adult males and 4 50th
x adult males)
Miaim^ interior disnensiona (cm)
Front Compartment Rear Compartment
Headroom	 96	 94
Shoulder room
	
155
	
155
Leg roan	 105	 96
V1.2 - Cargo: .6 m3
(2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.8.1)
V2 - Range, Speed, Acceleration, and Gradeability:
Refer to items P1-P5 in Section 5, Performance Specifications.
(2.5.3, 2.9.2, 2.9.3, Appendix Al Section 5)
V3 - Cost Constraints:
Not def ined.
(2.4.3, 2.8.3)
V4 - Ambient Conditions, Availability, b Amenities:
Refer to items P10, P16, P17 in Section 5, Perfotznance 5peci-
f ications.
(2.8.4)
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S. 1'%HIGLE PERFORMANCE SPECffICATIONS
In this section, the performance aprcifications developed in
Task 1 are summarized. Sections containing backup data and ratio-
Hale are indicated in parentheses for each it® .
P1 - :iinimu® Non-Refueled Range:
P1 .1 2' rIDC	 400 km
P1.2 FUDC	 250 kra
Pl .3 J227a ( B)	 1 SO lca
(2.9.1)
P2 - Cruise Speed:	 90 kph
(2.9.2)
P3 - ?:ax imam Speed
P3.1 Maximum Speed	 130 kph
P3.2 Length of Time	 Undef fined
Mmcimuin Speed
Can be Main-
tained on Level
Road
P3.3 high Speed Pass Capability; Vehicle must be able to
perform a high speed pass maneuver, at intervals of five
minutes, 10 times in succession, without the passing
Distance increasing by more than S y above the value ob-
tained with the propulsion batteries 20y discharged.
This requirement is to hold throughout the entire range
of battery discharge levels occurring in normal operation.
The maneuver involves passing a 55' long truck travelling
at a constant 80 kph, clearing it by 30 m at the beginning
and end of the maneuver. Limiting speed during the man-
euver is 129 kph, and initial speed is 80 kph. Followri.ng
completion of the maneuver, the ve'nicle shall decelerate
to 90 kph and maintain that speed for 4.0 minutes. It
shall then decelerate and maintain 80 kph until the next
maneuver. (2.9.2, Appendix Al Section S)
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P^ - l,ccelerationa:
P4.1
	 0-50 kph 6 sec roax.
P4.2
	 0-90 kph 15 aec max.
P4.3
	
40-90 kph 12 sec max.
(2.5.3.	 2.9.3,	 Appendix A. Section 5) '
PS - Gradeability:
Cradt	 SpeEd Distance
a
P5.1	 3X	 90 kph Indefinitely
P5.2	 SX	 90 kph 20 km
P5.3	 8X	 85 kFh 5 km
65 kph Indefinitely
P5.4	 15X	 50 kph 2 1®
P5.5	 Maximtaa Grade	 307:
(2.5.3,	 2.9.3,	 Appendix	 Al Section 5)
P 6 - Payload Capacity:	 320 kg
(2.5.1,	 2.5.2,	 2.8.1,	 2.9.4)
P7 - Cargo Capacity:	 .6 m3
i (2.5.1,	 2.5.2,	 2.8.1,	 2.9.1)
I	 P8 - Consumer Costs:
P8.1	 Corsuroez Purchase Price
TBD
' P8.2	 Consumer Life Cycle Cost
i
(2.4.3,
	
2.8.3,
	
2.9.5)
P9 - Faissfons -Mod if ied Federal Test Procedures:
P9.1	 Hydrocarbons (HC) .25 g/km
P9.2	 Carbon monoxide (CO) 2.11 g/km
^ P9.3	 Nitrogen oxides (NOx) .62 g/1®
(2.9.6)
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P1C - A=.bient Toperawre Capability:
Topersture sLnge over which mini:outo performance requirements
can be met:	 -20°C to ^-40°C.
(2.8.4,	 2.9.7)
P11 _ Rechargeability:
Time to rechsrge from 80X to lOX depth of discharge.
Oa-board charger:
	 120 V, 30 A service 7 hr
120 V, 15 A service 14 hr
Off-board charger:	 240 V, 60 A service 2 hr
(2.9.8)
Pl2 - Required Maintenance:
Routine maintenance zequired per month:
.076 hours per month.
(2.9.9)
P13 - Unserviced S[crabilfty:
P13.1	 Duration:
	 same as zeference vehicle
P13.2	 Warm up Time Required:
	 TAD
(2.9.10)
P14 - Reliability:
P14.1
	 Mean Usage Between Failures — Powertrain = 41,000 km
P14.2
	 Mean Usage Between Failures -- Brakes 55,000 km
P14.3
	 Mean Usage Between Failures — Vehicle 33,000 km
(2.9.11)
P15 - Maintainability:
P15.1	 Time to Repair - Mean •= 9.175 hrs over life of vehicle
P15.2	 Time to Repair Variance:	 Data not available.
(2.9.12)
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P16 - Availability:	 ,
Minilaum expected utilization rate - 9a.6%
(2.7.4)
P17 - Additional Accessories and Amenities:
(See Section 2.Q.14 and Appendix A4)
- ^. -
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Ir designing a near-term hybrid vehicle, it is necessary to zirst
establish 'a data base which will help to define how the vehicle will be
used. The petroleum savings resulting from the use of hybrid vehicles
will depend upon the portion of daily t ravel that can be accomplished
on the stored electrical energy. Therefore, the vehicle's design must
take into account how .the vehicle will be driven: the vehicle's daily
range, the frequency of trips, the speed it must attain, the terrain
it crosses, where it is parked and so forth. This report contains data
which describe the travel patterns of drivers and how they use their
vehicles.
To determine the minimum requirements for range, speed, and
capacity in typical kinds of driving, a previous GRC study l made a
detailed new analysis of existing travel data. To delineate the detailed
distributions of range and trip frequency, the original data tapes from
two extensive urban origin-destination travel surveys 2 ' 3 were processed.
Los Angeles was chosen fir analysis because of its size and its historic
dependence on automotive travel. Washington, D.C. was selected because
its survey was made at about the ^°-^ time as the Los Angeles survey
and because it differs from Los Angeles n potentially important ways:
it is much smaller, and much more dependen t- on public transportation.
Data from these two surveys correla*P well with transportation data
taken from other sources. Therefore, when ^he data from each survey are
taken together, the result indicates a rangi^ of vehicle use representa-
five of driving in urban areas across the country.
^J. F. Hamilton, Prospects for Electric Cars, General Research Corporation
CR-1-704, November 1978.
2LARTS Base Year Report: 1967 Origin-Destination Survey, Transportation
Association of Southern California, Los Angeles, December 1971.
-	 3The Home Interview Survey - What and W'hy, rational Capital Region Trans-
portation Planning Board, Washington, D.C., February 1968.
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The bulk of the detailed data in this report is bases un the
Los Angeles and 1.'ashingtoct, D.C. origin-destination surveys, but a
number of other sources were also utilized including the Nationwide
Personal Transportation Study (1969), 1 the 1974 National Transportation
Study, 2
 the Federal Highway Administration's publication Highway Statistics3
and others.
The design of the hybrid vehicle is to be based on specific vehicle
uses or "missions." Previous examination of the travel data has lead to
tha division of drivers into three groups with widely differing travel
patterns: primary, secondary, and only dzi.vers, No other groups of
drivers were clearly distinguisable on the basis of their reported travel.
Priruary and secondary drivers are from multi-car, multi-driver households,
where the primary driven is defined as the driver who travels the great-
est distance each day. Secondary drivers are the other drivers at roulti-
drive.r households. The only driver is from a one-car, one-driver house-
hold. Drivers sharing a car were not included in the data processed.
Drivers in each of these classes use their cars differently and require
different capabilities of their vehicles; that is each driver class per-
forms a different "mission". Wherever possible, the travel data in
this report has been split out by these three driver classes. It is
interesting to note that the data for the only driver class is very close
t^^ the average for all drivers taken together: Information on another
specific vehicle use, taxis, is also included in a separate section.
-TVation^;^ide Personal Transportation Study, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., April 1972.
21974 National Transportation Study, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C., February 1975.
3Highway Statistics, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal ?iighway
Administration, Washington, D.C., Annual.
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In addition to data on vehicle travel, this report also contains
information oa cargo capacity. availability of off-street parking
(as required for battery recharging) and accident involvement rates based
on the acceleration and gradeability capability of the hybrid vehicle.
:^
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2	 DISTRIBUTIONS OF DAILY TRAVEL
2.1 TRAVEL LESS THAN SPECIFIED RANCE
Oaily travel data sere derived from the Los Mgeles and Washington,
D.C. origin-destination surveys. Distributions of reported driving dia-
tance for the three driver groups are at^own in Table 2.1. The columns
coat:in cumula'.ive percentages, with the left-hand figure representing
Los Angeles data, the right, ^.'ashington, D.C. Each distribution is
displayed graphically in Figs. 2.1- 2.3
 
with the lower edge of each
band corresponding to the Los Mgeles data points. The Los Mgeles
and ^.'ashingtcn data do not show the length of trips beginning or ending
outside the urban area. Thus, T^bl^ 2.1 and Figs. 2.1-2.3 apply only
to urban driving. Roughly, one percent of all trips reported on the
survey day began or ended outside the survey areas. The data do not
account for long distance travel, such as vacation trips, made by 63
percent of households. A GRC report l has estimated that 35 percent of
personal cars take round trips in excess of 320 km. Also the distribu-
tions cannot be applied to rural drivers wl^o tend to drive greater dis-
tances than urban drivers.
The distributions were developed from information on individual
trips during the survey day; therefore the data refer to the distribution
of a number of drivers on a single day. If the assumption is made that
the drivers form a homogeneous group (checks within each driver groups
revealed no significant differences), the data also give the distribution
of travel by an individual driver over many days.
Column set A shows the distributions of travel reported by drivers
on the survey days. In Washington, the travel per driver was considerably
less than in Los Mgeles, and the difference is greater at the longer
ranges as might be expected from the smaller size of the Washington
•	 region, which limits the opportunities for long urban trips in a single
day. The average daily distance per driver is 50 km for Los Angeles
and 33 ton for Washington, D.C.
S.Y.. Collins, Automobile and Light Truck Range Requirements (dra`t),
General Research Corporation Iii-2193, December 197$.
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The second set of columns (B) shows the Percent of total travel
reported by drivers who drove less than a given distance. This data
indicate the percentae of total driving distance which could be
accomplished by range-limited (e.g., electric) cars. Even if a car of
this range were useless on all other days requiring more travel, it could
serve this percentage of total driving distance.
Column. set C shows the percent of all driving within a specified
range. This data indicates the percent of total driving distance which
could be accomplished on an electric propulsion system of a given range
in a hybrid car. The distribution assumes that the entire electric
range is useful on every day requiring a longer total range.
Table 2.2 shows the average daily and annual ranges and the annual
range of the 95th and 98th percentile diivers in Los Angeles and
{.'ashington. When working with the assumption that the distributions of
daily travel in Table 2.1 caa be used to represent travel by one driver
over many days, annual ranges cannot be directly calculated by multiplying ,
the daily driving distance by 365. A 95th percentile driver on the
survey day is expected to drive as far on only S percent of his driving
days.
If we assume that each driver's travel is uncorrelated from day to
may, the Central Limit Theorem says that the mean and variance of the
annual travel wil] L• c '^65 times the mean and va-lance of the daily
travel.
The mean and variance of the daily travel can be calculated
directly from the distributions in Ta'a'ze 2.1 using the technique
shown in the appendix. Once the wear.: ynd variance of daily travel
are known, the 95th and 98th percentile distances are found with the 	 ,
aid of standar^9 normal (Gaussian) distribution tables. The
95th and 98th percentile paints occ^ir at 1.6450 and 2.0540 res-
pectively, where c is the standard deviation. For example,
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if the Bean snd variance of the daily travel distribution are 35 1ao
and 800 laa2 , then the mean and variance of the annual travel are
12,775 (^ 365 x 35) i^ and 292,000 ( ^ 365 x 800) km2 . The standard
deviation of annual travel is only 540 lcn (H 292,0001 ^) so the
95th anC 98th percentile travel ranges are 13 , 664 km and 13,885 km.
Note that the above approach leads to a distribution of annual
driving which is relatively narrow, i . e., the ratio of standard devia-
tion to average is small. This occurs because the average increases as
N while the standard deviation increases as N 1^ 2 where N is the
number of days ( 365 in this case).
Ia Table 2 . 2 both the survey and derived daily ranges are included
for comparison. Note that these ranges are essentially the same for
each cocparable case. This serves as a check on both the consistency
of the tabular distributions and the method used to derive the mesn
(average) and variance of the daily driving distribution.
As mentioned earlier, the derived annual distributions are relatively
narrow. The actual distributions are undoubtab'.y wider for several
reasons. One, the survey only recorded trips which were taken entirely
within the survey area, thus e^^luding some long trips. Two, the survey
may not have accurately sampled drivers who are constantly on the road
for their livelihood, e.g., salesmen, truck drivers, etc. And three,
the assumption that all drivers on the survey day give accurate statis-
tics for a driver on all days roay introduce appreciable errors at the
extreme driving ranges.
A number of studies Have
traveled. Table 2 . 3 shows the
per personal passenger vehicle
overall average is about 16,00+
reasonably constant ti^roughout
estimated from the Los Angeles
range of estimates provided by
collected data on the average distance
average annual vehicle kilometers traveled
as estimated by several sources. The
kilometers per vehicle, and has remained
the years surveyed. The annual kilometers
and Washington, D.C. are within the
other studies.
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•	 TABLE 2.3
PF..RSONAL PASSENGER VEHICLE ANNUAL TRAVEL
rational Transportation Study
Large Cities (23)*
Average
Range
Smaller Cities (23)t
Average
Range
Data	 Annual Vehicle
Year	 Kilometers Traveled
1967	 16-,947
1968
	
11,682
1969	 18,676
1975	 17,466
1969 15,749
1970 16,065
1971 16,?95
1972 16,396
1973 16,087
1974 15,285
1972
15,298
11,011 - 20,983
17,555
9,415 - 21,044
Source
Los Angeles Origin-
Destination Survey
^.'ashington, D.C. Origin-
Destfnation Survey
I:ationwide Personal
Transportation Study
JPL Estimate for,Hybrid
Vehicle Study (Based on NPTS)
High^:ay Statistics (FHWA)
*	 .,
Cities with 1972 population over one million.
tCities with 1972 population between 250,000 and 500,000.
A- 12
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2.7.	 TRIP FREQUENCY AND AVERAGE TRIP DISTANCE
The distribution of the number of driver trips per day shown in
Table 2.4 vas developed from the Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. origin-
destination surveys. The da[a indicate that the 95th percentile only
drivers in Los Angeles average five more•trips per day.than Washington
only drivr..rs while eovering 62 more kilometers (see Table 2.5). Dividing
the daily range by the number of trips would indicate that the average
trip distance in Washington, D.C. (11.3 km) is about the same as in
Los Angeles ( 12.3 laa) .
The actual joist distribution of trip frequency and trip distance
has not been calculated. Examination of the 10 percent of secondary
drivers who make the longest trips reveals that they make both longer
trips and more frequent trips per day.
The Nationwide Personal Transportation. Study found that aver half
of daily trips are less than 8 kilometers long. Of the 23 large cities
examined from the 1974 National Transportation Study, the average
trip distance was ].0.6 kilometers; in smaller cities the average was
8.2 kilometers.
2.3 FREEWAY TRAVEL
The data on xhe percent of urban travel on freeways, presented in
Table 2.6 were obtained from the 1974 National Transportation Study. The
information is from a previous GRC report l which processed data from
46 geographically distributed cities, Z3 large cities with populations
over one million (1972) and a like number of smaller cities with one-
quarter to one-half million in population.
The overall city average puts the portion of travel on freeways at
about 28 percent; but the range fs quite large, varying from less than
^!. M. Collins and L. Morecraft, ^plicability of Existing Re Tonal Data
to National Impact Analysis for Urban Electric Cars, General Research
Corporation IM-2045, June 1976.
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Primar
Los Angeles Washington
0.9 1.0
26.5 43.7
31.7 48.6
45.8 73.0
55.3 76.7
63.4 86.8
70.8 88.9
76.1 93.3
80.5 94.5
84.7 96.2
87.2 96.6
89.6 97.6
91.8 98.0
93.4 98.6
94.3 98.9
95.3 99.1
96.1
96.9
97.4
97.9
98.2
98.6
98.8
98.9 '
99.1
TABLE 2.4
DISTRIBUTIONS OF DRIVER TRIPS PER DAY
Trips
per Secondary ^^	 Only
•	 Dam_ Loa Angeles ►dashingt^n tios .sngeles idashinRton
1 1.9 3.2 i.5 2.8
2 40.9 63.9 36.2 55.9
3 51.8 68.9 44.5 61.7
4 65.1 87.8 58.6 83.2
5 75.4 90.0 69.5 85.8
6 81.1 95.6 76.8 92.8
7 86.4 96.3 82.1 94.2
8 89.9 98.2 86.7 96.7
9 92.5 98.5 89.4 97.3
10 94.5 99.3 92.3 •98.3
11 95.8 93.9 98.7
12 96.8 95.3 99.1
13 97.7 96.4
14 98.3 97.2
15 98.9 97.7
16 99.1 98.2
17 98.5
18 98.8
19 99.1
20
21
22
23
24
25
Source: Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. Origin-Destination
Survey
A-14
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?ABLE 2.5
DAILY RANCE AND TRIPS PER DAY
N
Daily Range
95th	 98th	 Trips per Day
Percentile, Percentile, 95th 	 98th
1®	 km	 Percentile Percentile
Secondary Drivers
Los Mgeles 77 105 10 14
Washington 54 67 6 8
Only Drive!-s
Los Angelea 147 218 12 16
Washington 85 113 7 10
Primary Drivers
Los Angeles 218 285 ]6 2U
Washingtoa 110 145 9 13
Source:	 Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. Origin-Destination Surveys
TABLE 2.6
PERCENT OF TRAVEL ON FREEWAYS
Percent Freewa y Travel
Los Angeles
Washington, D.C.
Large City Average
Small City Average
Total Average (46 cities)
Range
38.6
38.2
33.5
23.1
28.3
7.4 - 54.2
Source: FHWA's 1974 National Transportation Study
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10 to over SO percent freeway driving. Ae^ might be expected, smaller
cities ,• which would have lass developed highway systems, show about
10 percent less freeway driving than the large cities. The data point
for h'ashington, D.C. seems suspiciously high, s ince the only major
freeway system at the time was the Beltway which encircles the city,
but the 39 percent freeway travel in Loa Angeles agrees well with other
data sources.
2.4	 TRAVEL SPEED
?he average travel speeds on freeways and surface streets shown
in Table 2.7 were gathered from the 1974 National Transportation Study.
Average speeds are higher in smaller cities, moat likely a reflection
of traffic density. The travel speeds are taken to be the 24 hour
average moving speed attained on the roadway, as the speeds here are
considerably higher than other estimates obtained by dividing trip
distances by trip times, which would include time stoppeu at intersec-
tions, etc. (as do the SAE and Federal driving cycles). These data
were collected prior to the 1.974 imposition of the 55 mph speed limit;
present speeds would b e expected to be slightly lower for freeway driving.
The 1974 Highway Statistics contains data on the average speed
of passenger cars on urban primary and secondary roads and suburban
primary roads. These data show lower speeds on primary roads reflecting
the imposition of the SS mph steed limit. Data on median time and
median distance to work for various cities are shown in Fig. 2.4. As
would be expected, workers in smaller cities travel shorter distances
to their. place of employment and workers in larger cities spend a
greater amount of time commuting. Of the 41 cities surveys l , the
great majority lie between the 30 km /hr and 40 lax/hr lines in Fig. 2.4.
This would be a good indication of the average speeds attained during
the peak traffic hours.
1Selected Characteristics of Tra•^ el to Work in ^.^ Metr000litan Areas:
1975 and 1976, U.S. Department of Commerce. bureau of the Census,
Series P-23, No. 68, February 1978 and SP.ries P-23, No. 72, September
1978.
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TABLE 2.7
AVF.RACE SPEED
Freeway,	 Surface Street,
km/hr	 lw/hr
--.^
National Transportation Study
Data (1912)
Los Angeles
Washington, D.C.
Large City Average
Smaller Gity Average
Total Average (46 cities)
Range
88.6 46.7
86.9 48.3
81.2 43.6
86.9 47.7
84.1 45.6
61 - 106 32 - 69
Average Speed of Passenger
Cars ^ ^1 /hT
1974 Highway Statistics Date:
Urban Primary Roads
	
68.4
Urban Secondary Roads
	
52.2
Suburban Primary Roads
	
77.1
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3	 CHARACTCRIS.:CS OF VEHICLE USE
3.1 TRIP PURPOSE
The best information available on this purpose is from the 1969
Nationwide Personal Transportation Study. These data have already been
compiled in the JPL Hybrid Vehicle Potential Assessment l report.
Rather than complicate the issue with data from other, less complete
sources, the JPL table is reproduced in Table 3.1.
Work trips are the major recurring class of trips accounting
for 36 percent of all trips and 42 percent of vehicle travel annually.
Social and recreational tripe are shorter and less frequent (22 percent
of trips) than other trips but still account for a third of the dis-
lance traveled each year.
3.2 VEHICLE OCCUPADICY
:he n^imber of vehicle occupants (driver plus passengers) noted in
the Los Mgeles and Washington studies is presented in Table 3.2.
According to these data, the passenger requirements of over 95 percent
of trips could be fulfilled by a four-seated car. A five-passenger car
which would satisfy the space needed for about 98 percent of all trips.
The JPL study l
 includes vehicle occupancy data broken out by g rip pur-
pose. This information from the Nationwide Personal Transportation
Study is reproduced in Table 3.3.
3.3 CARCO PAYLOAD
	 .
The trunk or cargo space figures for all car models (excluding
station wagons and two-seaters) were taken from the. EPA's 29713
California Cas Mileage Guide. 2 Table 3.4 shows the average cargo space
along with the range of trunk sizes available in each car class. The.
1F. Surber, ^brid Vehicle Potential Assessment, Interim Progress Report,
Draft, Jet Propulsion Laboratory 5030-162, Pasadena, California,
February 1978.
21978 Cas Mileage Guide. California, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, ^+'ashington, D.C. February 1978.
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larger spaces are associated with hatchback models. lJeighting the average
cargo space by the .sales in each class yields an average cargo space of
0.44 m3
 for cars sold. The 95th percentile space is 0.62 m 3 , the 98th
percentile is 0.65 m3 . These statistics do not necessarily represent the
desired cargo space, since this dimension is only one of many features
figuring into the car-buying decision
TABLE 3.4
CARGO SPACE AVAILABLE
1978 M(1DEL CARS*
Average Space,
m S ace Range, m3
Subc^,ropacts 0.28 0.14 - 0.51
Compacts 0.40 0.28 - 0.59
Mid-sized 0.46 0.40 - 0.57
Large-sized 0.58 0.48 - 0.65
Sales Weighted Average
	 0.44 m3
95th Percentile Cargo Space 	 0.62 m3
98th Percentile Cargo Space
	 0.65 m3
Station wagon and two-seater model excluded.
Source: EPA's 1978 Cas Mileage Cuide, California
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4	 VEHICLE LOCATION
..	 The figures in this section have been estimated from data collectedr,^
in the Census Bureau's Annual Housing Survey. l The survey questionnaire
asked for the number of cars available to the household, but, does not
define the term "available". Presum:.'^1 ^, "available" would i»clude not
only cars owned by and registered t^^ +-.^^^ household members, but also
leased, rented, and borrowed cars and company or fleet cars available
for personal use.
The automobile data are split into those at one-car households
and those at multi-car households. This division does not exactly
match the breakout of driver classes (i.e., only drivers and primary/
secondary drivers) because the origin-destination survey data reported
here excluded households where drivers shared a car. Therefore, the
nuc►ber of one-car households is greater than the number of only drivers,
since one-car households with more than one driver were eliminated from
the data. Yet reasonable estimates can be obtained by ignoring this
distinction because of the low occurrence of vehicle sharing. In
Los Angeles, only 12 percent of drivers reporting trips came from
households where sharing a vehicle was necessary. In [dashington,
only 9 percent of drivers shared a car. These percentages will decline
in the future; as automobile ownership continues to rise; nearly every
driver will have his own car.
In this section, the term "Urban area" refers to Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SM5As), each of which consist of a
county or group of counties that contain one or more central cities
with populations over 50,000.
4.1 AVAILABILITY OF CARS WITH OFF-STREET PARKING
Since off-street parking is required for residential recharging,
it is necessary neTt to estimate the nuc.`^ar of cars available with
lMnual Housing Survey, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
k'ashington, D.C., Annual.
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off-street parking. The estimates must also distinguish between cars at
single-family units and at multi-family units, where recharging facili-
ties map be more difficult to obtain, and between cars serving the three
major classes of drivers: secondary, primary, ..rid only drivers. Recently-
published reports of the Annual Housing Survey summarize this informa-
tion for owner- and renter-occupied units, together with the availability
of cars at these units.
All housing units in Survey reports are broken down according to
whether they are occupied by owners or renters. Furthermore, detailed
tabulations are available only for certain specific types of housing
units. "Specifi ^ owner-occupied" units are owner-occupied single-family
homes on ten acres or less, with no business on the property. "Specified-
renter-occupied" units include most renter-occupied units, but exclude
single-family renter-occupied units on ten acres or more.
As Table 4.1 indicates, these two classes of occupied units amount
to substantially less than the national total--about 15 percent less. The
remaining units are largely rural single-family rentals, single-family
owner-occupied homes on ten acres or more, or with a business on the
property, and owner-occupied multi-family housing units. To include the
units omitted in the two classes for which parking availability is
published, it is necessary to extrapolate from Table 4.1. The results
of such an extrapolation are summarized in Table 4.2.
The extrapolation was made in three steps. First, specified
renter-occupied housing units were simply scaled up, assuming that the
added units were like those tabulated, to give totals for all renter-
occupied housing units. The necessary scaling factor is very near unity for
this step. Second, single-family units which were renter-occupied were
subtracted from the renter categories and added to specified owner-
occupied units to approximate all si^^gle-family housing units. For
this step, the single-family rentez-occupied units were assumed to have
the same numbers of cars per unit, and the sac:e availability of off-
street parking, as the specified renter-occupied units. This tends to
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underestimate the number of cars, but to overestimate the avail ability
of parking, since rented single-family. units probably have more cars and
less oif-street parking than multi-family units. Third, the reiiter-
occupied housing units fcu,., in the first step were scaled up to include
owner-occupied multi - family housing units. The owner-occupied units
were assumed to have the same auto availability and parking availability
as specified renter-occupied units, again a conservative assumption.
The results of this expansion are shown in Table 4.2 for various
geographic breakdowns, including single SMSAs which constitute major
parts of the survey regions for Los Angeles and Washington. The estimate
of cars available at all occupied units in Table 4.2 is about 3-1/2
percent below that reported in the Annual Housing Survey. For cars a^rail-
able in SMSAs, however, the underestimate is less: only 2-1/2 percent.
These underestimates appear insignificant relative to other uncertainties
involved in using the data.
The principal uncertainty is in the meani: ►g of "units with parking"
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. For single-family units, the Annual Housing
Survey asked whether there was r. garage or carport on the property. It
did not determine the availability of other off-street parking, which
might be in yards or driveways. At multi-family units, the Survey
determined only whether parking facilities were included in the rent.
The availability of other facilities, or the nature and location of
facilities included in the rent, were not reported.
The figures for units with parking in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are thus
far from definitive. They do not show yard or driveway parking which
may be available at single -family units, and they do not show the number
of off-street parking spaces available per unit. at either single-family
or multi-family housing units. No better figures, however, were located
for use in this analysis.
The lower portion of Table 4.2 shows the percentage of the total
cars in each column which are at one-car, two-car, and three -car housing
units. It also shows percentages at single- and multi -family housing
A- 28
_^
'	 units, so they may be combined directly with the percentages of these
types of unite having off -street parking.
It is especially noteworthy ire Table 4.^ that in Washington, D.C.,
only 54 percent of the single-family units had a garage or carport. This
is much leas than in Los Angeles, where 94 percent reported having a
garage or carport, or to the United States as a whole, where 78 percent
reported having a garage or carport. The implication is that the applica-
bility of hybrid cars may be much less in areas like Washington than
in auto-oriented regions like Loa Angeles.
It is also possible that single-family units in Washington fre-
quently provide off-street parking in yards and driveways rather than
in garages or carports. Unfortunately, the Washington origin-destination
survey (unlike the Los Angeles survey) did not record the availability
of off -street parking at residences, and an effort to locate other rele-
vant descriptive data was unsuccessful.
Tab lea 4.3 and 4.4 correlate parking and auto availab:.licy with
the house value or gross rent of the housing unit. The house value (for
specified owner-occupied housing) and the gross rent ( for specified
renter-occupied housing) are used as proxy variables for household in-
come, with which they are positively correlated. The data source ( 1974
Annual Housing Survey) did not list parking and auto availability by
household income, but the median household income is given for each house
value and group rent division. These data have been taken directly from
the Survey and have not been adjusted as have the data in Table 4.2.
The data show the expected result of auto availability increasing
with household income. The higher the value of specified owner -occupied
houses, the more likely the house has a garage or carport. The vast
majority of rented units have parking includes, regardless of the
monthly rent.
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4.2
	 URBA.^-BASED CARS
•	 Table 4.S shows the percent of cars available to households located
in urban areas. The urban areas (i.e.^ in SMSAs) are broken down
into central cities and the remainder of the counties outside the incor-
porated Baits of the central cities. Tfiis breakout is intended to
estimate urban and suburban regions. The areas outside the SMSAs may
be considered rural. ^.pproximately 3 percent. of private cars are not
accounted for in this table.
One-car households are about evenly distributed between urban
suburban, and rural areas. while nearly half the cars in multi-car
households are located in suburban regions.
TABLE 4.5
URBAN BASED CA ►ZS
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census' Annual Housing Survey
Urban
Total Inside Outside
Inside Central Central
SMSAs Cities Cities
At One-Car Households
	 25.8 11.8 14.0
At Multi-Car
Households	 44.2 15.2 29.0
Rural
Outside
SMSAs
11.9
15.2
A- 32
--	 ^	 -^
Secondary Cars
Percent Non
At Single.-
Family U:^its
19-26t
24-33
16-21
Only Cars
Pritaary Cars
*^
-Urban Cars
At lfulti-
Family Units
4.1-4.8tt
10-11
3.7-4.3
e
Percent Urban Cars
At Single-	 AC Multi-
Family Units
	
Family Units
	
22-28 t
	6.2-6.7tt
	
17-22	 14-15
	
18-23	 S.S-F.0
The applicability of cars requiring electric t• echarging as of 1,974
may be simply estimated from the auto and parking availability data in
the above tables. Table 4.b breaks down cars available at residences
according to their location (urban or rural) their function (secondary,
only, or primary car), and the type of unit at which they are parked.
The table shows a range of values for each entry, corresponding to cars
at units with parking available and cars at all units. Only cars are,
of course, those at one-car households in Table 4.2; primary care are
the first cars at two-- and threw-car households; and secondary cars arc
all. other cars.
TABLE 4.6
AVAILABILITY OF CARS BY FUNCTION 1.974
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census' Annual Nousin^ Survev
1
In SliSAs
* et
Not in Sr1SAs
tFirst figure only includes cars at units with garage or carport. Second
figure includes cars at units without garage or carport.
tt
First figure only includes cars at units with off-street parking included
in tent. Second fiSure includes cars at units without off-street perking
included in rent.
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S	 ACCIDENT RATES
Accident rates on grades and at fre way access points (frequently
uphill in urban areas) are closely correlated with the speed differential
between involved vehicles. l
 This section estimates accident frequency
as s function of acceleration capability and percent road grade.
Gradeability ha: been calculated for a car with sufficient power
to meet the most strenuous minimum acceleration specification 10-90 km/hr
in 15 seconds) requi^^d by JPL for the hybrid vehicle. (Phis power is
also sufficient to meet all the minimum gradeability specifications.)
Figure S.1 plots velocity versus percent grade far a typical hybrid
vehicle with the specifications shown in Table 5.1.
TABLE S.1
REFERENCE HYBRID VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS
?est ti.'eight	 1,453 kg
?ire Friction	 1 r.
Aerodynamic Drag-Product Area
	
o.^s m`
Acceleration	 0-90 lar^/hr in 15 seconds
Figure 5.2 indicates accident involvement rates by variation from
average speed for daylight and night time operation. The probability
of an accident increases when a car travels slower or significantly
faster than other traffic. Traveling faster than the average traffic
speed is controlled by the driver but traveling slower than traffic
may be dictated by the capabilities of the vehicle.
Combining the data from Figures S.1 and 5:2, the rate of accident
involvement on various grades is calculated and shown in Fig. 5.3. The
reference vehicle is capable of maintaining the 90 km/hr speed limit
i
. Solomon, Accidents on Main Rural HiRhways Related to Speed. Driver,
and Vehicle. U.S. Departmei:t of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads,
{,'ashington, D.C., July 1964.
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Figure 5.1. Maximtm Velocity a_ Percent Grade for Specified
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Figure 5.2. Accident Involvement Rate by Variation From Average Speed
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on all grades o: 8 percent or less. Since the maximum grade allowable
on Federal higher ays is 6 percent (on which the hy^rid can do 112 km/hr)
the hybrid vehicle would be able to keep up with freeway traffic. The
decrease in the hybrid vehicle's top speed to below 90 km/hr would increase
the probable accident rate only on grades over 8 percent, but it is
unlikely that such steep roads would allow traffic speeds as fast at
90 1®/hr. Therefore, on oper roadways the reference hybrid vehicle
would not have an accident involvement rate significantly higher than
conventional vehicles.
To calculate the expected number of accidents, information is
needed on the number of vehicle kilometers traveled on roads of various
grades and the average traffic speed maintained.
Road grade data is not easy to obtain, however. Park and Groutl
did make an estate of urban and rural grades by terrain type. They
estimated for the U.S. as^a whole that 63.7 percent of urban highways
have grades less than 3 percent, 32 percent are graded between 4 percent
and 6 percent, 4 percent have a 6-9 percent grade, and 0.3 percent
of the road miles are at grades greater than 9 percent. These estimates
were made by coaparing Geological Survey elevation maps to Federal
Highway Administration data on road miles by region. This methodology
does not account for such roadway constructions as switchbacks which
would allow roads to be less steeply inclined than the grade of the terrain
the road traverses. The data then may contain considerable errors, but no
other road grade data have been located.
Even if this tenuous data were used, the expected accident rate
could not be calculated since the data does not include the speed at
which each grade is traveled.
1B. Park, S. Grout, Road Grades - U.S. Distribution of Auto Vehicle
Miles (by Region and Urban/Rural), Raytheon Service Company, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, May 15, 1974.
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Mother safety consideration is the ability of the vehicle to
•	 attain a proper merging speed after traveling up an inclined freeway
on-ramp. In California the majority of on-ramps onto elevated freeways
have a 4 to 6 percent average grade and are 200 to 300 meters long. Zn
the case of the most strenuous on-ramp (^00 meters long at a 6 percent
grade) the reference hybrid vehicle would be able to attain a 75 km/hr
speed by the end of the on-ramp. Since 65 lon/hr is considered the mini-
mum safe merge speed, l the capabilities of the hybrid vehicle do not
pose a safety problem when merging onto an elevated freeway.
---^
1N. Rosenberg, et al., Institutional Factors in Transportation Svsterns
and Their Potential Bias Tovard Vehicles of Particular Charateristics,
Transportation Systems Center, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 1977.
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6	 TAXI FLEETS
In 1977, a survey of fleets was undertaken for the Department
of Energy to assess the potential for alternate technologies in light-
duty highway fleets. l Since the questions were aimed at determining
the applicability of electric vehicles for fleet use, the data on taxi
fleets are helpful in assessing the usefulness of designing a hybrid
rehicle to meet the requirements of taxi fleets.
The total cars in U.S. taxi fleets numbered about 336,000 in
1976. The survey included responses from 68 taxi fleets with a total of
2,071 passenger vehicles. The cars were divided into three classes
based on weight. "Small" cars were all subcompacts, "medium" cars included
16 percent subcompacts and 84 percent compacts, and the "large" car
class was made up of 11 percent compacts and 89 percent mid-sized and
large cars.
Sixty percent of the taxis drove over 242 kilometers oer day. An
implicit daily distance of 251 kilometers per vehicle is derived from
the average annual vehicle kilometers (91,770 km). This high daily
driving distance would mean that the hybrid taxi would probably use
the gasoline-powered propulsion system part of the time. Only a quarter
of the vehicles sit idle at a central location for 8 hours, making
battery recharging difficult fof the majority of taxis.
1J. Wagner, J. Naughton, and H. Brooks, Light-Duty HiRhwav Fleets: The
Potential for Alternate Technologies in Corporate Fleets and In Fleets
Operated by State and Local Governments, Interim Briefing for Department
of Energy, Economic Analysis Division, National Center of Energy Systems,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York, April 1978.
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TABLE 6.1
TAXI FLEETS
Total Cars in US Taxi Fleets (1976)
	
336,000
Cars in Taxi Fleets Sampled	 2,071
Taxi Fleets Sampled 	 68
Average Fleet Size	 30
Car Size
Small
	
Medium	 Large	 Total
Weight Class, kg Under
1,383
Daily Fange, lan
0-80 33»
81-161
162-241 33z
242 and Over 33%
8 Hours Idle at Central
Location 15'C
Not Requiring Highway
Capability --
8 Hours Idle and No
Highway --
A•verage Mfnimum
Passenger Space ^4.0
Annual Kilometers per Vehicle
Computed Replacement Age, years
Computed Replacement Kilometers
1,383 -
	
Over 1,588
1,588
-- —
0%
16% 2% 57.
13% 40% 35%
71% 58% 60%
17% 27% 25%^
49% 38i: 40%
16% 8X 9
4.6 4.6 4^.6
91,770
2.8
231,840
Source: Wagner et al., Light-Duty Highway Fleets
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7	 COMPOSITE DRIVING SCHEDULE
Table 2.2 indicates that average driving ranges for primary drivers
vary from 48 km for Washington, D.C. to 78 km for Los Angeles. The
standard deviation for the distributions of daily driving distances are
the same magnitude as the averages. Thus, there is considerable uncer-
tainty as to the amount of Gaily driving for each type of driver
class and each city.
Given these uncertainties, it seems advisable to construct a
composite driving schedule which allows for the differences between
short trips and long trips, and between the trips taken by a 20 k^/day
driver and a 300 km/day driver. This is accomplished by constructing
a composite driving schedule whose components are three defined
schedules (SAE J227a/B, Federal Drban, and Federal Highway). However,
the relative weights of each component are a function of the daily range
under consideration.
The rationale for the composite driving schedule selected is as
follows:
1. Most trips begin and end with low speed segments which can be
characterized by the SAE J227a/B schedule (maximum speed
32 km/hr, average speed 16.5 km/hr.)
2. The majority of the average primary drivers' trips can
best be characterized by the Federal Urban Driving Schedule
(FUDC) which has a top speed of about 92 km/hr and an
average speed of 31 km/hr.
3. Most drivers whose daily range exceeds the average ranges
utilize highways or freeways to a greater extent than do
others. This additional driving can best be characterized
by the Federal Highway Driving Schedule (FROG), which has
a maximum speed of 95 km/hr and an average speed of about
77 km/hr.
A -42
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a ^ The choice of the number of J227a/8 schedules is somewhat arbi-
trary as little is known about the beginning and ending of most [rips.
However, we have selected six cycles as the maximum to be included in
the composite schedule. Six cycles is about 2 kilometers.
The FUDC covers about 12 kilometers. Thus, three FUDC cycles
and six J227a/B cycles give a total range of about 38 kilometers,
which falls in the region of interest.
Additional driving is assumed to consist of Federal Highway cycles.
In taost applications, the range of interest will not correspond
to an integral number of J227a/B, FUDC, and FHDC cycles. Nowever, the
energy (fuel and electricity) comsumotion can be readily calculated by
using partial cycles.
In summary, the composite driving schedule is as follows:
1. For a daily range of up to six times the J227a/B cycle
length, J227a/B cycles are used exclusively.
2. For a daily range greater than the maximum for (1), but
less than the sum of six J227A/B cycles and three FUD cycles,
the urban cycles are used (plus the six J227a/B cycles).
3. Beyond the maximum range allowed by (2), Federal Highway
cycles are added to get the desired range.
This approach has the advantage for parametric studies that there
wil not be discontinuities in energy use as driving range
increases.
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CALCULATIOIi OF MEAN AND VARIANCE DIRECTLY FROM TABULAR
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTTONS
Often random variables sre described by a tabular presentation of
their cumulative probability distribution. Usually the analytical
zepresentation of the probability density function for these variables
does not exist or is not known. Thus, direct calculation of the mean
and variance from Eqs. 1 and 2 is not practical:
U ^ J xp(x)dx	 A1.1
v2
 ^ f (x - u) 2 P(x)dx	 A1.2
where
y ^ mean of x
p(x) ^ probab ility density function
02 ^ variance of x
The following approach allows y and o2 to be calculated directly
from the tabular cumulative distribution. Integration of Eq. 1 by
parts yfeldsl
m	 m
v ^ x P(x)	 - J P(x)dx	 ^ 3
_m
where
x
P(x)	 r p(u)du
.+^
If P(x)	 1 - Q(x) is substituted into Eq.A1.3 and the lower limit is
zero rather than -^ (as is true for driving distance), we get
1F.A. Haight, Mathematical Theories o£ Traffic Flow, Acadecaic Press,
1963, p. 22.
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....
	 ,,..
i^	 ^ 1	 •	 •	 •
u ^ x(1 - Q(x))I - J (1 - Q(x))dx ^ J Q(x)dx
	
• 0	 0	 0
since lim xQ ( x) ^ 0 as x ^ •.
Using the sane approach, it is straightforward to ahoy that
c2
 ^ 1 x2Q(x)dx - u2
0
Since we are working with tabular data, Ec^s. A.4 and A.5
must be zewritten as
N
u^	 1- Pi ,..Pi-1) (x -x	 )
	
2	 ,	 i	 i-1
i^l
and
v2 ^ 
1 - rP i - Pi-1) xi(x i
 - xi-1) - u2
2
where
P i ^ value of cumulative distribution for range of xi
PO s 0
x 0
 0
PN ^ 1
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Urban Travel SSX
Average Free-Moving Speed on
Main Rural Highways
Time to Travel 45 km
Average Trip Speed All Travel
100 km
2.00 hrs
Average Trip Speed in Urban
Home- to-Work Auto Travel
Time to Travel 55 km
Rural Travel
36.6 km/hr
1.50 hrs
45"
89.8 km/hr
0.50 hrs
50 km/hr
Appendix Al - Addcnd^m Tlorecr.^ft
1/23/79
AVER/►C(: TRIP SPEED
In calculating the average speed a pas^engez car attains during
trips. GRC has generally followeJ tt^a methodology used by the EPA in
de[errining "composite" fuel economy. That is, urban travel is defined
as stop-start driving over a combination of surface streets and freeways;
rural travel is free-moving highway dri pring; and the composite is a
weighted average of the two.
The 1914 High^ay Statisticsl splits total. vehicle miles into 55
percent urban and 45 percent rural driving.
Most speed data report free-moving speeds. To estimate the average
trip speed in urban atop-start driving data on the median trip distance
and median trip time for home-to-work auto trips were used. The average
trip speed for 40 cities surveyed 2 was 36.6 km/hr. The 1974 Highway
Statistics shows the average free-moving speed on main rural highways
to be 89.8 km/hz.	 '
Combining the average urban and rural trip speeds yields an average
trip speed of 50 km/hr for all travel.
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'	 REFIiRE^^CT:S
	1.	 Highway Statistics, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration, 1Jashington, D.C., 1974.
•	 2.	 Selected Characteristics of Travel to idork in 20 PletroPol .tan
Areas: 1975 and 1976, U.S. Department of Corrm ►erce, Bureau of
the Census, Series P-23, No. 68, February 1978 and Series P-23,
1^0. 72, September 1978.
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APP ENDIX A2
WEIGHT AND MANUPACTU RING
COST ESTIMATION PROGRAM
(TJANDC )
{
A-50
--
•	 ^^'ANDC - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Using the equations listed in Section II, WANDC computes
co=ponent weights and costs and power requirements for hybrid
vehicles. Power-weight, power-cost, and weight-cost influence
coefficients, and minimum weights and costs for components (derived
from references, Section III) are input for each case and computa-
lions made with user specified heat engine power fraction (s) and
battery weight fraction(s).
Printed output includes input specs; calculated weigl^t and
cost of purposed vehicle and its carriage, heat engine, electric
motor, transaxle and batteries; rated power for the heat engine and
electric motor; and battery spec if is power. An error message flags
cases where battery power exceeds the maximuTn available.
Plotting of vehicle weight, vehicle cost, battery weight, and
battery specific power versus battery weight fraction fir each heat
engine power fraction is optional.
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I
LETA iCFTG.t^l. 1.3 • SEMI-AUTO RFL • t01-it-73)
PR^GQAM HAtiCC
OG)3 REAL PHEFt2Cl,W9Ft22)
0	 3 .._ __ _ Ig EAL PNV l 22 f • PCV t 22) , PNO l22) , PPBF t 2 2 )
0 ►	 i REAO 400 •	 PLOT
0011 REAO 40G•	 NCASE
• -- • ^- C	 -	 - -	 •— -- -	 ...	 ...
C CASE LOOP
C
0017 ._	 . _. DO 350 JCASc =1 • NCASE
0021 RE40 400•
	
KINO
Od2o READ 410,NCZ ,NHEZ,WMZ.NTZ•WPL•NPLMX,THETA
0050 ^_._ _ REA0.410•RPZ,EKP,,EKH:,EKr.,EKT -	 -
OOo6 READ 410,CC2•CHEZ,CMZ,CTAZ•CTMZ
OiG4 REAO 410•CKC,CKHE•CKM,CKTA•CKTr,CKB
0124 .._ _.... READ 410 • PBFMX	 _	 ._	 _
J132 READ 400•NPhEF
0140 RE40 410,(PHEFtJ),	 J=1,NPHEF!
— - --
C
--•- - - -- -•-	 - • -	 ---	 -	 ._. -	 _
C PRINT IiEACING
C
]153 ._,_.__ P. RINT....500 _	 ._	 ___	 ..	 _.	 _.	 .	 _
)157 PRINT 310
)163 PRINT 520,WCZ•WHEZ•NMZ,WTZ•NPL^WPLMX
:203 _	 ._, PRINT .53 G	 ..	 _.	 _ _	 ..	 _.	 -
)207 PRINT 52C,CCZ,CHEZ•CMZ.CTAZ•CTM,Z
)227 PRINT S^J
:231 PRIn." 520,CKHE.CKM•CKTA,CKTM
i-'S PRINT 5^0
i. PRRINT 520,CKC,CKd
)261 PRINT 56t:	 _	 ._	 .
X205 PRINT 32G,RFZ,EKP.EKHE.EKM,EKT
1303 PRIyt 36:•THETA
1311 PRINT 57u •P(?FMX	 _	 _
C
C HEAT ENGINE FRACTION LOOP
- - - - C ..	 -	 -.	 _	 ...	 _.	 _
317 DO 340	 JPH^F=1,hPHEF
321 PRINT	 X75
3^2^► .__ PRINT	 58u,PHEF IJPHEF )
332 REAO	 400,kK8F	 •
3 y 0 READ	 410, INBF(J),J=1,NW8F)
_ C _...-
- -- -	 ------•------	 --- —	 –	 -	 -
C 9AT7ERY WEIGHT FRACTION LOOP
C
353 ..	 __ _ 00	 330.,JWBF=i,NW3F	 ._ __.__—.._	 _	 _ -	 ...-
C
C COMPUTATIONS
C _ _..._—..	
-- -.
	 .^-
	 •-	 •---	 -	 -
353 PRINT	 587, FIEF IJWdF)
362 EOPT=I+THETA
364 EPHEF= (1 -PHEF IJPHEF ).) /PREP IJPHEF) 	 .
370 NPR=EOPT•PHEFtJPHEF)•(RPZ+EKP+PHEFIJPHcF))/ti- ECP'
i - lE^EKT+EPHEF•lEKT+EKN))
WV=IINCZ+ THETA'^),'=LNX+EOPT•(WHEZ+W:IZ +WTZ))/tl-EOFT•-
laPLl/tl-HFR)
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^..
:T4 FCRIF.A^ 1.3 • SEstI • :► UTO ZFl • 101-10-73)	 WAyOC
X32
	 PMf, = PM.^,F tJPrEF )• tti;V+NPL) • tRPZ+EKP • PHEF IJFNEFI )
PM=PHE'LPHEF
... ..•..	 P80=Py•1003/.8
X46	 N8=M6FtJW8Fl•MV
.50	 IFtPOF!lX.NE.O.)P9F=P8C/W8
X54	 _ . _ NT=NTZ+EKT • IPHE+PM)	 -^
.60	 NM=NMZ +cKN' FM
^b3	 NNE=WHEZ^EKHE•PHE
.66	 ».__	 _. NC=NCZ+THETA • tNHE+WM+NT •IiB+NPL MX)
X75	 CC=CCZ+CKC•WC
•00	 CME=CHEZ +CKHE•PHc
j03	 _.	 CM=CnZ+CKr•Frs .
^Ob	 CT=CTAZ+CKTA•tPHE+PM)
iii	 IFI KINO. GT. i lCT=CTMZ •CKTM • tPHE+PM)
X 20	 .. .. _ C8=CK8'H8
X 22	 CV=CC+CHE+Cfs•;,T+CB
C
	
___C .___ PRINT CUTFUT _	 ..
C
^27	 PRINT 590
X 33	 _.	 PRINT 72G,'r^V,WC,WHErW!1,WT,WE
73	 PRINT 6C0
57	 PRY NT 520 ,CV,CC.CHE.Cr,CT,Ce
77	 .PRINT 610	 _ , .	 _
03	 PRINT ^2J,PhE,PM,PBF
15	 PRINT 62G,CV
"'	 ..	 IFIPBF.GT .PBFNX) PRINT 63'3	 .
PNV tJNBF) =NV
3:S	 PCV tJNBF) =CV
35	 PWd tJiIBF) =Ne
3b	 PPBFtJN3F)=FBF
40	 33G COr^TINUE
42	 IFINPLOT.E0.0)GC TO 340 .. 	 _ _ _
43	 CALL PLOTS
4ti	 CALL SCALEtNBF,1^.,NWBF, 1f
47	 .. _ .	 _PWV tNN9F +11 =G.G
51	 PCVtNNBF+1)=^.J
^2	 PWBtNNBF+11=0.0
53	 PPBFtNWBF+i)=0.0	 _.	 .
55	 PCVtNNBF•2)=iCG0.0
57	 __ PNB tN)iBF +2) =160.0	 _.	 _ _
60	 PPBFINNBF+2)=EO.]
62	 CALL AXIS^O. , C.,23HBATTERY WEIGHT FRACTION , 23,10.,0.,NBF tNWBF•1),N
— ._	 .. iBF_tNNBF+Z) , 01	 _	 ..	 -
7^	 CALL AXIS(0.,0.,14HVEHICLE WEIGHT,14,10.,9C.,PHVtNNBF ♦1), PNVtNHBF•
121,0)
11.. ..._ _	 CALL AXISt-.5,0..12HVEMICLE COST.12.10.,9^.•PCVtNHBF•1),PCVtNH9F•2
1).G)
25	 CALL AXISt - 1.,0.,14HBATTERY WEIGHT, 14.10.,9C.,PNBtNNBF+1),PWBI^NOF
^^1	 CALL AXiS( - 1.5,0.,22HBATTERY SPECIFIC PONER , 22.10. , 9G..FPBFIr:NE'F•1
i5	 CAL l l I r:E (:t2F,Pi^'^J, rJWt?F , 1 , 1, 1 )
of	 CALL LI':Et:it?F,PCV,^IW9F,1.1,2)
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5 CALL	 LIKEIWBF,PNJ,NK9F,1•1r31
CALL	 LINEIWEF,PPaF,kW8F,1.1,12)
_ .__. CAII• NUMBER t8.5 , •^. , 0 .135,PHEF l JPHEF 1 . 0., 1 2NSHPHEF=, E3.21
3 C4^^	 PLOTl13.,0.,-31
0	 343 CONTINUE
i	 ._ _ .^.0 CONTINUE	 _	 . _	 _	 ....	 _	 -
3 STOP
5	 ECG FORHATlI10)
5	 ^.	 _..410 FORHAT t7F 10.4)	 _ ._	 ._	 ..	 . _
5	 5CC FORnATtiNi, • VEHICIE	 WEIGHTS,	 COSTS,	 ANO	 PO ►iER RATINGS•1
5	 510 FORMATl1H- . • BASELINE	 VALUES • / 2 X, • WEIGHTS • /7X • • CARRIAGE • • EX, • HEAT	 E
._.___.._ .iNGINE • , Sx,`Et_EC. . MOTOR • , Ex, • TR a^;SAxEE • , BX. • P AY ECAO • • 7X , • ra x 	 PA'IECA
iD•1
5	 °_2C FORi1AT(iH	 •8E 16.6)
5 _
	
.3D F02nAT(iH	 •iX , • COSTS • / T X, • CARRIAGE • , 6X, • HEAT	 ENGINE',Sx, • EIEC.	 ACT
10R•• 6X,•TRANS/AUTO••bX,•TRANS/NAN•)
5	 540 FORMATIiMC, • COEFFICIENTS • /2X, • POWER/COST	 RELATtCNSHIPS • /°.X, • HEAT	 E
._ __	 _ iNGINE • ,SX,'ELEC.	 MOTOR•,bX,•TR1NS/AUTO•,6X,•T'2ANS /YAN•1
S	 550 FORnATtiH	 , iX, • WEIGHT / COST	 RELATION SNIPS •/ 7X,•CAQRIAGE •, 7x,•6ATTER
lIES•f
5	 __5E0 FORnATtiH	 ,iX, • POWER/WEIGHT	 ►TElA7I0NSHIPS•/1^X,•OVERAIL•,iSX,•HEAT
1	 ENGINE • •:X• • ELEC.	 `10TOR•,bX,•TRANSAXI.E•1
y	 ^ES FORMATIiHC. • WEIGHT	 PROPAGATION FACTOR =	 •,E12.61
5	 570 FORrATtiH	 , • BATTcRY	 PCWEK FRACTIaN	 tnAXIMU`11	 =•,EiE.bl
5	 X75 FORMATIIH-,132tiH•11
^	 °_8^ FOR`1AT(1HCr • HEAT	 ENGINE	 POKER	 FRACTION	 =••E12.b)
.	 EE5 FORnATI1H0, • 6ATTERY WEIGHT	 FRACTIGN	 =•,E12.61
E90 FORMATtiH	 • • WEIGHTS • /7X, ;VEHICLE • .09X, + CARRIAG= • ,bx, • HEAT	 ENGINE'•
1^X, • ELEC.	 MOTOR•,bX,•TQANSAX^E',7X,•BATTERIE^•1
5	 6C0 FOR`1ATI1H	 • • COST • /7X, • VEHTCIE • ,9X, • CARRIAGE • •6X, •H E AT 	ENGINE•rSX,•
3El^C.	 MOTOR',EX,•TRANSAXL^•,7X,•dATTERIES'1
5	 610 FU^2MATliH	 , + RATED	 POWER'/5x, • HEAT ENGINE",6X, • EIEC.	 MCTCR',EX,•9AT
.	 - iTtttYtl._-- -- -- •--. - - -. _	 _
5	 E2G FORMAT(1HC• • TCTAL	 ESTIMATED	 VEHIC^.E	 COST	 =•,E15.o1
7	 E3G FO^MAT(iH	 ,39H•••••• BATTERY	 P(1WER	 ExCEEOS	 MAXTI!UN•*•••)
5 ENS	 _	 ._	 ._.. -
	 -•-	 •--	 --	 -	 -
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LIFE CYCLE COST PROGRAM!
(LYFECC)
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BACKGROUND
In developing a life cycle cost estimation program that would
accurately reflect the time span relevant (1985-1995) to our study,
the same general methodology as that used in Reference 2, in con-
junction with the guidelines provided in Reference 1, were used.
In the area of operating costs, maintenance, repair, and fuel
costs were computed on a cents per kilometer basis, the results
being multiplied by the number of kilometers travelled in each
year. In addition, repair costs were adjusted by a repair kilomage
factor to reflect the dependency between repair cost and vehicle
usage. Fuel and electricity prices were projected for each year
based on Table B-1 of Reference 1.
Average annual vehicle kilometers travelled (Vk'T) were esti-
mated by adjusting; "VFr.T versus age of vehicle" (Table C-3, Refere-
ence 1) by^the forecast for VKT for passenger cars in the USA given
in the same reference.
Financing of both vehicle and replacement batteries is at
12% interest rate, with a ^ 0% down payment. The vehicle is financed
over four years, the battery replacement sets over three. Battery
replacement is a function of battery life expectancy, computed in
kilometers and, therefore, is directly dependent on vehicle usage.
The assumption is made that, when battery replacement is required in
the last year (i.e., 199: that the vehicle will be 'junked' when
battery life ceases. Whatever `life' batteries have at the end of
1995 becomes a factor in the battery salvage values.
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Yearly dependent costs (license insurance registration
etc.) are calculated for years 1985-1990 and 1991-1995 to reflect
the d ^oinished value of the vehicle.
Inclusion of the above considerations into. oz in conjunction
with, the equations listed in Section II gives the basis for compo-
Went cost. calculations. Program organization of these components
is covered in the general description of the pzogram.
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LYFECC - GENEFAL DESCRIPTION
LYFECC cv^putes the life cycle cost of any specified number of
rehicles for a 10-year span. Included in operating cost are mainte-
Hance, repair, fuel, and battery replacement (all mileage dependent);
g nd insurance, license, registration and tax es (age dependent).
Life cycle cost is operating cost plus vehicle acquisition costs
and minus vehicle and battery salvage values.
There are two cost cases for each set of vehicle specifications.
Tlie first computes battery first purchase and replacement at 1.25
times OEM cost; the second at 2.0 times OEM cost.
Operating and life cycle costs are computed on an annual basis
^-ith rear "0" reflecting initial acquisition costs only. Years 1
thry 10 reflect the cost of purchasing and operating.
Input printed included vehicle characteristics (i.e., weight,
cost, battery weight, heat engine, and electric motor power, and
fuel consumption rates), battery replacement information, and annual
travel in kilometers.
Computation results printed are repair, maintenance, fuel
(annually), and battery replacement costs; annual + per kilometer
and annual, total + per kilometer discounted operating and life
cycle costs.
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cTA i'CRTRR^ i.3 • SEMI - aUTO RFl • c0i-10-731
PROGRAr, LYF ECC
	
r .13
	 INf EGER KBR t i i)
	
'	 _ _	 RE4l EKPYtli),RKFtil),TRCKFIi11,A0Ct111,YLCCti1),OFtii),0AOCtii),
^lOYLCCt11), VKTtli) , EKPYZIII) , PFCKtil) • TFC 3.tll) •EFCKtii)
C
C	 PRINT HEADING
C
)^3 PRINT 500
's 07 RE40 400,NCASE
- --.
C	 ,.._ _ ._
C CASE 100P
C
ll^	 '" ^	 ^^	 ^ 00 350 JCASE=i,NCASE
f 17 TK=O.
20 BR= 0.
)21 --'—^— DO 5 J=1,11
122 KBRIJI =O
123 5 CONTINUE
^.__._ C 
-	 - • -•	 — -	 ^	 -
C INPUT
C
X25'— REAl3 410,CV,NV,NB,PHE,PM,POP
144 READ 410,GGP:^ <;DPK, EKhHPK, 90EH,8RK
.62 R,^AO 410 , tVKTtJ) , J=i,ll) , AVKT,EKT
.00 ^ READ 410. (RKFIJ),J=1, 11)
. i2 PRINT 510
.16 PRINT 52C,CV,HV,HB,PH^,PN,PQP
PRINT 530
.^ PRINt 520,GGPK,GOPK,EKNMPK,BRK,B0E`1
C
	
C	 MILEAGE
G
00	 FACT=EKTI^;VKT
62	 D0 10 J= 1,1 1
n4	 EKPYtJ)=FACTfVK'T tJ)
66	 10 CONTINUE
_	 _ . C	 _._._..	 .. _
	
C	 SET BATTERY REPLACEMENT FLAG
C
70	 ^^^- - 00 15 J= i . 1 0
72	 BR=BR+EKPY t J)
74	 TK=TK+EKPY(J)
76 - ^^--	 IFIBR.LT .BRK)GO TO 1^
01	 K82tJ1=1
02	 BR= BR-BRK
^]3 -- - 15 CONTINUE
OS	 IFt3R+EKPYIii),IE.BRK.OR.PM.EQ.O.)GO TO 18
10	 EKPYI II ) = BRK-BR
17 "- ^	 BR=BRK
20	 GO TD i^
2G	 18 BR= BR^EKPY t 11 )
22 ^— ^ 19 TK=TK +EKPY 111 )
PRINT 533
.,	 ?RI NT :34
3^.	 PRI`tT 590,(EKPYIJ) •J=1,11),TK
^^	 1',!r;
.	 ^ ^,	 ^	 ^
. ►
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,
• C
C MAINTE^:aNCE
	
COSTS
C
..
__	 _	 _
^	 HEyC=PHA/.746•.00310E+.111818
253 CMC=MV•.000006•.021742
256 `EMyC=P^1/.746•.001242+.G37273
261 ^ IFtPM.EQ.^.IEr,`1C=0.
263 BMC=NB•.00G 248
265____ FMC=G.
265
_ _ ^^
	 TMCK=HEMC•CrC+EMMC+BMC+FMC
C
• C REPAIR COST
-- • •- C
272 HERC=PHE/.746•.00497+.173939
275 CRC=WV•.000124 ♦.59015
30C -_- ^ -^	 EMRC=P^t/.746•.00124+.05591
303 IF(PM.EQ.O.IEMRC=O.
306 ARC=HV'.00005
310 —^
_	 _
^- —^- TRC=tPHE+P,y ) /.74b • .00080 8+.031061
313 TRCK=HERC+C RC+EMRC+ARC ► TRC
3 Z1 00 2G J = 1 , 11
322 ^
__ ____
TRCKFtJ)=TRCK•RKF(J)
324 20	 CO^tTINUE
C_
C FUEL COST
C
326 IF (GGPK. E0. C) GO	 TO	 3G
"
_	
^ DO 25 J= 1.11
PFCK(J)=120.9+.7479•tJ-1))•GGPK
337 EFCK(J)=(4.23+.049•tJ-1) I+EKNHPK
345 ^	 25 TFCK(J)=PFCK(J)+EFCK(J)
352 GO TO 30
352 30 00 35 J= 1, 11
354
__
^	 ^	 ^ PFCK(J)=(19.36+.6599 • (J-11 )•GGPK
362 EFCK(J)=(4.23^.049•(J-1))+EKWHPK
3T0 35 TFCK(J)=PFCK(J) +EFCK(J)
375 ^	 ^	 36 ^PRI NT 54 0
401 PRINT S^O.HEMC,CMC,EMMC,BMC,FMC,T'1CK
421 PRINT 56G
425
_ __
PRINT 55 0 ,HERC, CRC, E MRC, ARC, TRC, TRC K
445 PRINT 570
451 _	 _ _	 _PRINT 571
4^5 PRINT	 X72, (PFCK(J) ,J=1, 11)
407 PRINT	 573, tEFCKtJf,J=1, li)
501 PRINT	 574,tTFCK(J),J=1,11)
--- C _
C COST LOOP
C
513 00 300	 JCOST=1, 2
515 TAOC=O.
Sib AOC K= 0 .
516 TOOC=O.
"'' OOCK=O.
. TLCC=J.
521 aLCC^c=:.
LYFECC
^ r ^:
/j •
 ^	
,	
^^•.^11	 1 ^^^
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^22 TDLCC=O.
}^3 OLCCK=O.
C _
'	 C ^
_
PAYMENTS
C
24 PV=Cv•2 ^^
27 ^^^^^ IFtJCOST.Ed.i)PV=IPV-2.+BOEM)+1.25'60EM
35 AL=PV-PV'`POP
37 AP= t AL+AL • . 065'4.) /4.
-- - 
C — .- — --	 _.	 --	 -
C YEARLY OEPENOENT COST
C
43 YOC 1=30. +PV's . C1+ 125.
^7 YOC2=3u.4PV+.006+75.
C
""'- C' ^' BATTERY REPLACEMENT	 COST	 ^^'
C
53 8R^=2.'BOEM
55 "^—^ IF t JCOST.E q . i)BRC= 1. 25•BGEM
61 ALBR=BRC-BRC'POP	 '
63 APBR=(ALBR+ALBR•.065;3.)/3.
67 ^ -^ -"^ PRINT 575
73 PRINT 576
7T PRINT	 59G , BRC,ALBR, APBR, 8R
C
C OPERATING CCSTS
C
AOC(1)=YDC1
a YOC=Y0C1
16 0o	 ac	 J=z,11
17 IF tJ.GE.7) YDC=YOC2
23 AOC tJ)=t TMCK+TRCKF t,J) +TFCK(J)) /100. • EKPY tJ)+YDC
32^ 40 CONTINUE
34 - '- -^ AOCtil)=AGCtii)-YOC2	 -	 -
36 00	 50 J=1,11
40 IF	 tKBRtJ).EQ.0)GO	 TO ^0
42 ^L=J+2
iv DO	 60	 K=J,L
L3 IFtK.GT.ii)GO	 TO	 50
50 AOC t K) =AOC t K) +APBR
51 EO CONTINUE
54 50 TAOC=TAOC+ACC tJ)
of AOCK=TAOC/T K
C
C DISCOUNT FACTCR
•	 C -
^7 DO	 70 J=2, 1 1
10 70 CONTINUE
C
"'+ C DISCOUNTED OPERATING COSTS
C
„ 00	 8D J=1,11
l2 DAOCtJ)=ADC tJ)•DF(J)
A-80
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	 LYFECC
)10^	 80 TO^C=TOOC^OACC(J)
!^10	 DOCK=TOOC/TK
_	 C
C^^^^^•LIFE CYCLE COSTS COMPONENTS
C
1711	 _	 VSV=.O1'PV
1713 •• ^	 BSV=.S'BRC• (1.-8R/BRK)
C
C	 LIFE CYCLE COSTS
•---- C ^ . - --
1720	 YLCCIl)=AOC(1)^PV+POP
X 723	 _	 YICC(ii) =ADC (ii) -E^SV-VSV
726	 ^	 TLCC=YLCC(i)•YLCC(il)
730
	 00 90 J=2, 10
732
	 YLCC(J)=ADC (J)
734 --"-^'IF(J.GE.2.ANO.J.lE.S)YLCC(J)=YLCC(JI+AP
747	 90 TLCC=TLCC ♦ YLCC(J)
754	 AICCK=TLCC/TK
-----• C - _--. ____.
C	 DISCOUNTED LIFE CYCLE COSTS
C
756— 	DO 100 J=1, 11
757	 OYLCC tJ) =YL CC (J) • OF (J)
702	 100 TDLCC=TDLCC+OYLCC (J)
765	 OLCCK=TDLCC/TK
C
C OUTPUT
C
r PRINT 535,JCOST
7^ ^ PRINT 580
0 00 PRINT 591
004 PRINT	 590, (AOC (J1,J=1,.11),TAOC,AOCK
0 22 PRINT ^ 95
026 ^	 ^ PRINT	 591	 ^	 "
032 PRINT	 590, lDAOC(J) ,J=1, 11),TDOC,000K
050 PRINT 60^
054 ^- ^-	 - ^ PRINT 591'
Oo0 PRINT	 59C, (YLCC(J) ,J=1,11I,TlCC,ALCCK
0 7 6 PRINT	 610	 -^- ^^-
102 -••-'"" "PRINT 591
106 PRINT	 590, (CYLCC (J) ,J=1, ii) ,TOLCC,OLCCK
124 PRINT	 550,PV,AL,AP,YOC7.,YOC2,BRC,VSV,BSV
150 300 CONTINUE
152 350 CONTINUE
155 STOP
157 - ' -- 400 FO^HAT(1I10)	 •
157 4C5 FORMAT (1H0, 10I4)
l57 410 FOZHAT (7E10.4)
l57 -"	 SOC FORMAT(iHi, ; LIFE	 CYCLE COST ESTIMATION')
157 510 FORMAT(iH1, + VEHICLE	 CHARACTERISTICS•/9X,*COST+,11X,+HEIGHT•,7X,•BA
1TTERY WT. + ,3X,'HEAT	 ENG.	 RATING + ,LX. • ELEC.	 ROTOR
	
^ATING',2X,'Z OON
-- -- iN+)
'7 520 FOZNAT I1H	 , 8E 16.6)
.. 530 FORMATtiH	 ,SX, • GAS	 LT/Kri',6X, + DIESEL	 LT/Ky+.BX,+:<NH/K`1*,4X,•BiTTF2
1Y	 REPLACE/Kt'•,4X,•BOEM+I
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	 LYfECC
1:^7 X33 FORMATtiHO, • A):NUAL
	 MILEAGE•)
X 157 534 FU2MATt1H	 .4X. • YEAR	 G • ,4X, • YEAR	 i • .4X, • YEAR	 2 • , 4X. • YE AR	 3'•4X,•YE,
iR	 4 • ,4X. • YE AR	 5 • .4X, • Y EAR
	
6 • ,4X, • YEAR	 T • ,4x_, • YEA_R	 8 • ,4X. • YEAR 9•.:
iX,^YEAR
	 10'•4X."TOTAL•)
li^l 535 F ORMATt1H0, • COST CASE=•,72)
115_7_
	 _ 540 FORMAT t'.HO, • ISILEAGE	 OE?ENOENT COSTS tCENTS/KM) •/2X, ' MAINTENANCE'/
15X, • HcAT	 ENGIkE • ,7X, + CHASSIS • ,7X, • ELEC.	 rOTOR•,7X.•EiATTERY•,Sx,•FI
lYNNEEL+,06X,+TOTAL•)
:157 5^0 FORMAT (iH	 , 8F 15.4)_
.157	 ^
__
^St; O FORMAT(iH	 ,iX, • REPAIR • / SX, • HEAT ENGINE • , TX, • CHASSIS • , 7X, • EIEC.	 MC'.
1OR • .SX. • ACCESSORIES # ,SX, • TRANSr, ISSI ON •. 4X,•TOTAL•1
.157 570 FORMAT(iH	 siX,•fUEL•)
.157
_ 
^^^571 FOitMATt1H+,17X, + YEAR
	 0 • ,4X.*YEAR 1 • ,4X, • YEAR	 2 • ,4X, • YEAR	 3•,^X,•YE
lAR 4 • , 4X, + YEAR 5 • .4X, • YEAR
	
6 • .4x, • rEAR 7 • •4X, + YEAR	 B • , 4X,*YEAR 9•,
13X, • YEAR	 10 • )_
.1^7
_
^	 572 FORMATt1H	 ,2X,•PETROLE'JM•,2X,12F10.41
15T 573 FORMAT tiH 2X, + ELECTRICITY • , 12F10.41
.157 _574 FORMATtiH	 ,2X,•TOTAL•,6X.12F10.4)__
X157 ^^575 FORMATtiHG, • BATTERY	 REPLACEMENT•)
157 576 FORMAT t iH	 • 3X, • BR	 COST • , 3X. + BR LOAN • , ZX, • 8R	 PAY 1ST • , iX, • 1'.ILEAGE-L A:
1T	 BATTERY	 SET • )
1^7
_
580^FORMAT(iH
_	 _
, + ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS • )	 ^^
157 590 FO2MATtiH	 ,12F10.2,Fi0.51
157 591 FO2MAT ( iH	 ,4X, • YEA4	 G • ,4X, • YEAR 1 • ,4X, • YEAR	 2 • ,4X, • YEAR	 3•.4X,•YEt
iR	 ^ • .4X, • YEAR	 5 • ,4X. • YEAR	 Ei • .4X, • YEAR	 7 • .4X, • YEAR
	 8 • .4X. • YEAR	 9 •
 •^
iX, • YEAR
	
10 • .4X, + TOTAL • ,SX, • PER'. KM•)
157 595 FORMAT(iHO, • OISCOUNTEO	 ANNUAL CPERATING COSTS•)
^ 600 FOR MAT(iHG,'LIFE
	 CYCLE
	 COSTS•I
1 E:10 FO2MATtiHO, • OISCOUNTEO	 LIFE CYCLE COSTS•)
l5^ ENo
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